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ABSTRACT

Coupied strip directional couplers in microstrip suffer from low

directivity due to the inequality of the even and odd mode wave velo-

cities. The coupling bandwidth of single quarter-wave length couplers

is limited to about an octave within a 1 dB tolerance. The practical

maximum coupling limit for edge-coupled lines on microstrip is about

5 dB, using conventional photo etching technology.

The purpose of this study was to examine techniques of velocity

compensation, broadbanding, and tight coupling, and combine them to

produce high-directivity, broad band microstrip couplers from 3 to 20

dB. A further objective was to develop a design procedure, with

supporting tables and charts, to facilitate the rapid design of micro-

strip couplers and to verify the procedure experimentally.

We concluded that the most effective and simple velocity compen-

sation technique was by means of dielectric overlays over the coupling

gaps. The design procedure developed applies to this method.

The experimental broadband dielectric overlay couplers were 3-

section cascaded couplers. Most 3-dB couplers were tandem connec-

tions of 3-section 8.34 dB units; we also examined the interdigitated

coupler technique.

Bandwidths (ldB) up to 120% were obtained with minimum directivi-

ties of 21, 18, and 13 dB in 3, 10 and 20 dB couplers. Also the experi-

mental results on multi-element overlay couplers corroborated the

design theory very closely for couplers down to about 25 dB.
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OCTAVE-BANDWIDTH, HIGH-DIRECTlVITY

MICROSTRIP COUPLERS

I. INTRODUCTION

The transmission line properties and the practical circuit appli-

cations of parallel-coupled-line couplers in balanced stripline have

been the subjects of active Investigation since the middle Fifties.

Today, design techniques and data for coupled pairs in stripline and

other homogeneous dielectric transmission line media are well-established

and readily available for a wide variety of applications. The reprint

volumes, references 1 and 2, provide a valuable and convenient collec-

tion of significant papers on coupled line theory and techniques

through 1970.

The situation with respect to microstrip coupled lines is not so

satisfactory. In microstrip, because of its mixed dielectric, the phase

velocities of the so-called even and odd mode waves on coupled lines

are not equal. This property alters the coupling characteristics of the

lines, in particular by decreasing their directivity. Also, the in-

homogeneous dielectric makes microstrip dispersive, so that the wave

phase velocities are frequency dependent. Moreover, the dispersion

characteristics of the even and odd modes on coupled lines are not the

same, thereby aggravating the directivity problem in very broad band

applications.

The parameters of microstrip in the low frequency limit have been

calculated by numerous authors by a variety of mathemat!cal techniques.

The most frequently cited treatment is perhaps that of Bryant and Weiss

.....



Similarly, the frequency dispersion characteristics have also been treated

by several workers 4  7 . Thus the theory relating the electrical to the

physical parameters of the microstrip coupled pair is in good shape. On

the other hand, very little has been published concerning the effect of

unequal velocities on coupler performance, particularly in a form suitable

for practical design work. Se, eral techniques for equalizing the velocities

or reducing their difference, and improving colupler directivlties have been
8 -11

reported, but general design data and procedures employ-tng these

techniques have not been published.

The broad objective of the program reported here was to develop

,esign data and procedures fox octave-band, high-directivity couplers in

microstrip, and to verify the procedures experimentally. In particular, we

wished to:

1. Study theoretically the effects of unequal mode velocities on

the characteristics of practical microstrip couplers.

2. Explore several velocity compensation techniques and select one

for the detailed design analysis.

3. Develop a design procedure, with supporting tables and charts,

to facilitat the rdpid design of broadband ( >one octave), high directivity

(> 20 dB) couplers. It was desired that the method be applicable over

at least the 2-20 dB and 1-10 GHz ranges.

In order to make this report a practical handbook for the design of

microstrip coupler networks, we have collected pertinent information from

several sources and woven it into a tutorial review of coupled-line

coupler theory. Section II, which is fairly analytical, develops the

basic circuit properties of couplers. It starts with the simple homogeneous

symmetrical coupler; we then add asymmetry and finally consider unequal

-2-



phase velocities. In section inr we present t:.e coupler design data.

tirst we cover the uncompensated coupler based on the microstrip para-

meter data of Bryant and Weiss. Second, we discuss velocity compen-

sation by means of dielectric overlays and provide design curves for

compensated couplers. Finally, Getsinger's dispersion formula is

discussed.

in the first part of section IV, we consider the various broadbanding

techniques, and provide some useful design cha-ts for two- and three-

element couplers. In the second part we discuss the problem of achieving

tight coupling, i.e. greater than about 5 6B, in microstrip couplers.

Section V covers the experimental work, which, after some intro-

ductory material, breaks down into five topics. The first concerns the

results on loosely coupled couplers, 8 to 20 dB, and the verification

of the design theory. The .-econd and third treat tight coupling by means

of tandem connections of weakly coupled elements and by interdigtate,

structures. The fourth briefly covers c ur experiments on sawtooth couplers,

and the fifth presents the results on band pass filters.

A significant portion of the analytical work included writing a

computer program, CASCADE, to anaiyse the circuit properties of cascaded

directional couplers. The program coding and user manual are included

here as Appendix D.

-3-



I. PARALLEL COUPLED LINE THEORY

A. The Ideal Symmetrical Coupler

Consider first the co;pled line transmission line diagrammed

in Fig. 1, consistiny of two identical, uniform parallel conducting strips

above a ground plane and Immersed in an homogeneous dielectric. The

line is lossless and it is symmetrical about the central plane between

the strips. This three-conductor system supports the propagation of two

linear.y independent TEM waves, the even, or unbalanced, mode and the

odd, or balanced mode. In the even mode the voltages along the two

strips are in phase while In odd mode they are 180 out of phase, as

indicated by the electric field patterns sketched in Fig. 1 b, c. Any

TEM wave propa~ating on the structure can be uniquely decomposed into

its even and odd mode components. Also it can propagate down to zero

frequency and it is non-dispersive. Of course, higher order, non-TEM

waves can also propagate above their cutoff frequencies, however, we

shall not consider these modes at all throughout our discussion.

When the strips are of finite length, the structure is a

mi crowave four-port network, with the terminals across each strip end

and the ground plane corresponding to a port. The network properties
13

of the coupler have been analyzed by Jones and Bolljahn who derived

the impedance matrix of the coupled pair (c f. Fig. 2)

-4-



a) COUPLED STRIP GEOMETRY

b) EVEN MODE ELECTRIC FIELD PATTERN (SCHEMATIC)

cODD MODE ELECTRIC FIELD PATTERN (SCHEMAT IC)

FIGURE 1 THE COUPLED STRIP TRA'NSMISSION LINE
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"Z ctn. Z ctnE Z cscC Z csc 1

Z ctn: Z ctn. z +csce Z cscI

Z Zcsc= Z csc: Z ctn e Z ctn2I

LZ +cscP Z-cscr Zctn P Z +ctneP_ (2)
Where Z+ = (Z e+Z oo) /2

z = (Z -z )/2- oe 00

and Z = the even mode impedance, i.e. the characteristic impedanceoe
of one strip to ground with equal currents flowing in the same

direction on both strips;
Z 0 the odd mode impedance, i.e. the characteristic impedance00

of one strip to ground with equal currents flowing in opposite

directions on both strip and

= the electrical length of the coupled lines.

These three parameters completely specify the coupler, and, of course,

the impedance matrix completely describes its electrical properties.

However, the impedance matrix formation is not a very illuminating

deszription as far as the coupling properties are concerned. The scatter-

ing matrix formulation is far better suited to this purpose.

Jones and Bolljahn have also derived the scattering matrix

for the special case when
zk= z = zo, (3)zk roe Zoo (3

where Zk is the characteristic impedance of the coupler. Under this

conditon, the coupler is completely matched and has perfect isolation

dt all frequencies; it is an ideal :our-port coupler with the scattering

matrix
0 S1 2  0 S
12 S14 0

S 0 14 0 4 12

S14 0 S12 0 (4)

-7-



where S 12k sin
Vl-k-cos 9+ j sin 0 (5)

S 14 l-k 'cos 0+ j sin e (6)

Z -Z
and k oe 00

oe oo (7)

The coupler characteristics are q uite readily deduced from

Eqs. (4-7). S12 and S14 are the complex voltage coupling and direct

transmission coefficients repsectively, The coupling coefficient has

the maximum magnitude of k at the center frequency, fo, when the

coupler is a quarter wavelength long (0= 900), and at all odd multiples

of f . The coupling drops to zero at dc and all even multiples of f,0 0

and the coupling characteristic repeats every 2f as the frequency0

increases. The frequency dependence of the coupling of the ideal coupler

is shown in Fig. 3 for several values of mid band coupling,kp = -20 log k

dB in which the deviation in coupling from the midband value--the

relative coupling is plotted against the normalized frequency f/f . Note0

that for a given deviation the bandwidth decreases as the coupling

becomes looser.

Frequently coupler requirements are specified in terms of a

mean coupling and maximum deviation over a given frequency band Fig.4

shows the bandwidth of an ideal coupler as a function of the mldband

coupling for several values of band-edge deviation (recall that this is

one-sided deviation, one-half of the usual plus-or-minus tolerance),

from which one can readily ascertain whether a simple coupler will

suffice or whether one must resort to broadbandlng techniques (cf. Chap IV.)

The ratio of coupled to direct wave amplitudes, as given by

-8-
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S 12 k sin ,

--

s 14 (8)

is pure imaginary for all values of k and 0. This means that the phase

of the two waves differ by 90 for all frequencies regardless of the coup-

ling value.

In Appendix A we have derived the coupler scattering matrix for

the general case, when 7, -7 Z, that is for the mismatched coupler.

The exact expressions for the scattering coefficients, given by Eqs.

A-12, 13, and 14, are quite complex and perhaps of little practical utility

as they stand. It is, however, informative to consider the case of the

slightly mismatched coupler, Zk _Z0, since variations of coupler impe-

dance from the line impedance of a few percent are quite common in

practice.

If we substitute
SZk

0 
(9)

where " <<1, into Eqs. A-13, 14, and expand to first order in , we

find first that the coupling and direct transmission are unchanged.

Second, the reflection and isolation coefficient become
jk sin 8(cos e+ jk sin e)Sl 1 (k I cos @8+ ; sin 0) ,(10)

11

ik kI sin 8and S13= 2 ,(1]8
13 (k1 cos 0+ j sin )

where k 1 l-k 2

-10-
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The mismatch and isolation are worst at midband, and drop to zero

(to all orders) at dc and even multiples of f . At mid band. we have0

2 2
1

and

S1 3 = jkkI  = jk l-k " 7 . (13)

The mid band voltage coefficient of directivity is

d- S3 - - - I

d k - Jkl = jVi k2 S' (14)

From these expressions we see that for a given coupler impedance error,

the mismatch and directivity will decrease as the coupling is increasea.

Thus for loosely coupled couplers, close control on the coupler imped-

ance is required to achieve high directivity; in fact when k << 1 the

directivity equals the return loss. As an aside, we might also note,
2from Eqs (12 and (13), that for a 3 dB coupler (k = 1/2), the isolation

is equal to the return loss.

As we have mentioned earlier, a coupler is completely specified
by three parameters, Z , Z , and e. While the even and odd mode

oe oo

impedances have fundamental significance in terms of coupler theory

and analysis, we have seen in the receding discussion that from the

circuit analysis standpoint it is much more convenient and meaningful

to think in terms of the coupler impedance Zk and the coupling parameter

k (or k ). Since virtually all coupler design data in the literature
p

relate Z and Z to the dimensions of the coupled lines, the designeroe 00

-12-
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must always determine the required even and odd mode impedances
-k /20

from the desired Zk and k , by converting k to k = 10 p , and

then using Eqs (3) and (7): This conversion is facilitated by the chart

in Fig. 5. In this report, wherever possible, we provide the design

data directly in terms of Zk and k and relegate Z and Z to thep oe co

status of implicit variables, thereby saving a step in the design process.

The symmetrical coupled-strip coupler with homogenecus

dielectric and infinitely thin strips in Fig. la, is specified by five

parameters, the strip with w, their spacing s, their height above the

ground plane h, the coupler length t, and the relative dielectric con-

stant of the medium e . These five parameters must be related to the

three electrical parameters Z , Z , and eorZ k , k , and 9.oe 00 kp

The impedances and coupling depend only on the ratios of the

cross-sectional dimensions and the dielectric constant, such that we

can write

Z (w/h, s/h)i Z = e, air,
oe (15)

Vr

and
Z (w/h, s/h)

00 0 r  
(16)

where the functions Z and Z are the even and odd mode
e,air o, air

impedances of the strips in air,E r = 1, as functions of the width and

spacing relative to the height. Introducing Eqs. (15) and(16) into Eqs. (3)

-13-



and (7), we obtain

and Za - Z
k air Oair

z +z
e, air o, air

Thus we see that it is necessary to determine the Impedance functions

for air dielectric only; then the impedances for any other dielectric

are proportional to 1 1 e , wh" 1,.-,he coupling is independent of the

dielectric constant. This last, rather interesting, property does not

hold for microstrip, with its inhomogeneous dielectric, as we shall

see in Section C below.

The coupler length # is related to the desired center

frequency f by
't O

lO1 r

where c = 3 x 1010 cm/sec is the velocity of lighL 'n vacuum.

The foregoing analysis of symmetrical couplers Is quite gen-

eral and it applies to any coupler as long as it is immersed in a uniform

dielectric, the two conductors have the same size and shape, and there
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is a plane of symmetry between the conductors. The only distinction

among all such couplers, such as those with round wire, rectangular

bars, thick or thin straps, edge or broadside coupling, or one or two

ground planes, is in the details of the geometric function Zai and

Z, air" Design equations and graphs for .",0st common coupled-

line geometries located midway between two ground planes--strip or

slab line geometries--are available in Ref. 1. Although considerable

design time and effort could be saved by condensing the essential

data into a few simple charts, we shall not pursue that course here

since it does not apply to microstrip.

B. The Nonsymmetrical Coupler

In the preceding section we required that both conductors

of a coupler be identical and symmetrically located about some plane

between them. The "non-symmetrical" cculer lacks this symmetry

such that the two conductors may have different cross-sectional shapes

or sizes; in stripline and microstrip this would typically mean unequal

strip widths as sketched in Fig. 6.

The non-symmetrical coupler with homogeneous dielectric

has been analyzed in some detail by Cristal who has shown that it has

two interesting properties not shared by the symmetrical coupler.

* 14We have adopted the terminology proposed by Cristal, who suggests
that "non-symmetrcal" describe side-by-side asymmetry and
"asymmetrical" the end-to-end asymmetry of cascaded couplers.
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FIGURE 6 NON-SYMMETRICAL COUPLED LINE GEOMETRYI
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The first, which is fairly obvious, is that the impedance levels of the

coupled and direct waves are different, so that the coupler has

impedance transforming properties. The second is that the coupler

can, within limits, be mismatched and still have infinite directivity.

Although these special properties are quite useful and offer

the circuit designer an additional degree of freedom and flexibility, the

non-symmetrical coupler does not appear to have received much

attention as yet. An impedance transforming coupler could be handy as

a directional detector, as suggested by Cristal, to match into the

detector without a separate transformer. It could also be quite useful

in coupled-line filters. This was suggested by Ozaki and Ishii back

in 1958, but not much has come of it, princ.pally for the want of

filter synthesis procedures exploiting the impedance transformation

property. Infinite directivity of a mismatched coupler can be used to

stretch the coupling bandwidth and impedance transformation ratio

beyond the limits of the matched coupler. The impedance transforming

property will apply to microstrip couplers as it does to homogeneous

dielectric couplers, and the infinite directivity of mismatched couplers

will apply, at least in principle, to compensated rincrostrip couplers.

Because of the added design flexibility afforded by non-symm-

etrical couplers, we wish to promote and encourage the development

of synthesis and design techniques for couplers and filters employing

this element, particularly in stripline and microstrip. To this end,

in this Section we review the principle results of Cristal's analysis;

for the detailed analysis the reader is referred to Cristal's paper,Ref. 14.
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In Appendix B we discuss the relationships among the various Impedance

and admittance parameters which sometimes tend to be confusing.

The notation for the non-symmetrical coupler is shown in

Fig. 7. Note that the lines are specified In terms of admittances. The

even and odd modes on a non-symmetrical pair are not exactly the

same on an admittance basis as they are on an impedance basis, and we

find the admittance formation conceptually simpler, since the modes are

then defined in terms of equal and opposite line voltages. (c f.Appendix B).

Since we prefer to think quantitatively in terms of impedance and ohms,

we shall, for the most part, refer to impedances. However, since the

even and odd mode impedances do not equal the reciprocals of the even

and odd mode admittances, e.g. Z a ' 1/Y a when the lines are
a oe oe

unequal, we shall refer to l/Y oe " , etc. as reciprocal admittances.

Although there are four characteristic admittances, Y a a Y b

b oe' 00 oe
Y 0, only three are independent since,by reciprocity, the transfer

admittance Y is the same when viewed from either line.
t

The admittances Y = a(Y a+
oa 2 oe 00

b b)

and Yob 2 (Yoe + o

are the characteristic admittances of each line when the input to the other

is grounded.

End-to-end symmetry is maintained by terminating both ends

of the A and B lines in loadsZa 1/Ya andZb '4 b respectively.

-19-
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The conditions for impedance matching are that

Zb Yoa

Z a Yob (17)and =_I e b
1 Y Y -Y 2 (Ya Y YbY a

zz oa ob t 2 oe 00 oe 00

be satisfield simultaneously. When the lines are equal, Eq. (17)

reduces to an identity and Eq. (18) reduces to Eq. (3). The voltage

coupling at midband is given by

k - -

a a
Y -Y

00 oea a) y b  b'
(oe + Y  ( + Y00

which reduces to Eq. (7) for equal lines. The condition for infinite

directivity is Eq. (18) alone, so that it is possible to satisfy Eq. (18)

but not Eq. (17) and have a mismatched coupler with infinite directivity.

The circuit parameters of interest for the matched coupler are

its length, e, the midband coupling, k = -20 log k, and the impedance

levels of the two sides, Z and Z , or the impedance level of one side
a 0

and the impedance ratioR = Z /Z
T b a
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The even and odd mode reciprocal admittances are related

to the circuit parameters as follows:

1 a

a
oe lk/V-T (19)

1 _

00 VFl (20)
1 zbV77'20

oe
00 T

Yo 1 - k -r (21)

1 Z b Ik'
yob 1 + k r-T (22)

By dividing and multiplying Eq. (20) by Eq. (19) and Eq. (22) by

Eq. (21) , we obtain

+ _ i1 k/v."T,

a a F + k/ (]
YOO oe L 1 (23)

1- k 1 I
b b

00 oe LTJ (24)
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2 k
z aI k21 _ a 1-

Y a (1/ a 1 k 2/RT]
(0 oe (25)

1 2 1- k (26)

(1/y b L -i2 ]
00 oe

If we now define coupling parameters

a = k / 'R"

and

* b =k/FT",

Eqs. (23) and (24) relate the A and B even and odd mode reciprocal

admittances in the same way they would for symmetrical couplers

of coupling k or k b Similarly, by defining impedance parametersof oulig a kb

a 2

S1-k 2RT

Eqs. (25) and (26) relate the the A and B reciprocal admittances in the

same way as for symmetrical couplers of impedance a or

-23-



Thus, we may use Fig. 5 to read off the reciprocal admittances

for given kp, z 'z b and RT = / Za . First compute the coupling

and impedance parameters for each line,__ Da' # pb' Ye' ;b' or determine

them from Figs. 8 and 9. Then, on Fig. 5, simply interpret Z as

I/Y a Z as 1/Y for coupling R and impedancela, and
' Z oe oe pa a

similarly for line B.
a b

Since I/Y and 11Y must remain finite and positive,oe oe
Eqs. (19) and (21) require that k/ i- and k AI both be less than one,
or that, k2 < RT or 1/1 T ' whichever is less than one. This means

there is a theoreticPl limit to the amount of impedance transformation

and couplinij that can be attained simultaneously. This limit is, shown

in Figs. 8 and 10. Clearly it is impossible to reach this limit, since
a b

it would require I/Y or I/Y be infinite. The dotted line in Fig.oe oe

10 indicates the area of a practical limit for microstrip based on a, a
maximum I/Y of 200 0 in a 50 ) system.oe

Except for the impedance transforming properly, the matched

non-symmetrical coupler behaves in every respect just like a matched

symmetrical coupler. In particular, the coupling curves and band-

width characteristics in Figs. 3 and 4 still apply. Also, the coupled

and direct waves are always in phase quadrature, and the coupling is

independent of the dielectric constant of the medium.

The mismatched, infinite-directJvity coupler will have its

maximum VSWRI a, at its center frequency, and it will be matehed at

f = 0 and 2 f . It is also a quadrature coupler at all frequencies. The0

power split, i.e. the ratio of coupled to direct output powers, is
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independent of the mismatch. The coupling relative to the incident

power is, of course, reduced from its nominal value k i.e. thep
coupling when matched, by the reflection loss.

The putative advantages of the mismatched coupler are an

increase in the coupling-impedance transformation limit and an increase

in the coupling bandwidth. Fig. 10 shows the theoretical coupling-

transformation limit for several values of midband VSWR; the relation-
2ship is simply RT = ak , when RT is taken as greater than one. Fig.1l,

which is an extension of Fig. 4, shows the coupling bandwidths for

matched and 2:1 and 3:1 mismatched couplers. Note that the coupling

bandwidth increase is modest even for substantial mismatches. Just

how modest can perhaps be better appreciated from Fig. 12 in which the

coupling curves are plotted for matched and 2:1 mismatched 3 and 10 dB

couplers. Also-plotted are mismatched 2.50 and 9.49 dB couplers, which

have 3 and 10 dB coupling with respect to the incident power. It would

seem that a mismatched non-symmetrical coupler could be used to

advantage to increase the attainable coupling or impedance transfor-

mation, but it is of dubious value-in stretching the useable bandwidth.

The even and odd mode reciprocal admittances for the mis-

matched coupler may be obtained from Figs. 8 , 9 and 5 by replac-

ing Za and Zb by Za ra and Zb/i, or Za/ ra and Zb a and following

the procedure for a matched coupler. For instance, to design a coupler

for a 2:. mismatch and 50 Olines at all ports, use the design for a

matched coupler transforming from 70.7 0 to 35.4 0.

Cristal provides several references to design data, relating

line dimensions to the even and odd mode admittances for homogeneous

dielectric transmission line media. Unfortunately, similar data is not

-28-
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V

yet available for non-symmetrical microstrip lines. We will, however,

in the next Section suggest an approximate method for deriving the

design data from the symmetrical coupler data.

/
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C. The Symmetrical Microstrio Coupler

Microstrip coupled lines, Fig. 13, with mixed dielectric

does not support pure TEM modes of propagation. However, it is well

known that two modes do propagate down to dc, where they reduce to

the TEM even and odd modes of the homogeneous dielectric line. These

modes are almost TEM and, aside from their frequency dispersion, they

are quite adequately approximated by the TEM modes in an homogeneous

dielectric with an appropriately chosen effective dielectric constant.

The effective relative dielectric constant, eff, of

a microstrip line depends on the width-to-height ratio of the strip

and the frequency. One definition of the effective dielectric constant

is the ratio of static capacitances per unit length of the line with and

without the dielectric in place. Another is e eff = c /v 2 . where c

is the free space velocity of light and vp is the phase velocity of a

wave on the line. These two definitions are equivalent at dc anI low

frequencies, but the second is valid at all frequencies since it includes

the effect of dispersion, i.e. the variation of the effective dielectric

constant with frequency. Normally, E eff is calculated from the static

capacitances and the dispersion is handled as a separate problem.

Dispersion, over the useful frequency range of a microstrip line--up to

the cutoff of the first higher order mode--usually amounts to just a

slight correction to the static dielectric constant. An alternative form
2of the phase velocity definition is: eeff = (X / X g)2, where

0 is the free-space wavelength and X g is the guide wavelength.
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Since i 9 is easily measured, this definition is commonly used in

empirical determinations of e eff"

In general, the more the electrical energy is confined to

the dielectric substrate, the closer these effective dielectric con-

stants will be to the constant of the substrate material itself. It

can be readily appreciated from Fig. 13 that the even mode electric

fields on coupled lines will be more concentrated in the dielectric

than those of the odd mode. Thus, the even mode will have a higher

effective dielectric constant, lower phase velocity and shorter wave-

length than the odd mode. In microstrip couplers on ceramic sub-

strates the even mode wave velocity will run up to 15%, typically

8 - 12%, below the odd mode velocity.

In this section we shall examine the effect of the

unequal velocities of the even and odd modes on the RF characteristics

of the symmetrical coupled pair. We shall consider the low frequency,
non-dispersive case here, and defer a discussion of dispersion until

after looking at the design relationships in the next section.

Zysman and Johnson 1 5 have deduced the iimpedance

matrix for the microstrip coupler:

Z11 Z12 Z13 Z14

z zz12 z11 z14 z1
Z13 ZI4  Zl Z12 1
z 13 z 14 z 11 z
z14 Z13 z12 Zll

(27)
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where ZI = - (Z ctn e +Z ctn
11 2 oe e 00 0

Z= - (Z ctn e - Z ctn e)
12 2 oe e 00 0

z= -i (Z csc ee- Z csc )
S2 oe e 00 0

z I4 (Z csc 0 +Z csc )
14 2 oe e 00 0

and T and 9 are the electric length of the coupler for the even and
e 0

odd mode waves respectively. As in the case of the ideal coupler,

the impedance matrix completely specifies the coupler's electrical

properties, but not in a very transparent fashion. Again we need the

scattering matrix. However, the similarity of Eq. (27) with the matrix

for the ideal coupler, Eq. (2) should be noted. The coupler is still

described by just two impedance parameters, Z and Z , but requiresoe 00

two length parameters, 8e and P . (We will sometimes use e e and the

velocity ratio p v= v / ve = e / e .) Note also that in Eq. (27)o e e o
the trigonometric functions of 0 and 0 multiply the corresponding

e 0
impedances and the even and odd mode terms add with the same signs as

in Eq. (2).

The scattering matrix for the mlcrostrip coupler has been
16

in fact derived by Krage and Haddad, using coupled-mode analysis.

Their analysis, although very thorough and elegant, is based on coupling

of the modes on each line rather than the even and odd modes. As a

-35-
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consequence, their final formulation of the scattering coefficients

( Eqs. (36), Ref. 16) employs so many subsidiary variables as to

make it intractable. The similarity of impedance matrices suggested

to us that a much simpler formulation of the scattering matrix using

just four parameters should be possible. The derivation and the general

scattering coefficients are given in Appendix C. We see that the

scattering matrix is the same as that of the ideal coupler, with the

addition of the appropriate subscripts to the electrical length.

Of particular importance is the fact that the coupler

impedance level Z z ! and voltage coupling coefficient
k Ioe 00

k = (Z oe- Zo) / (Zoe + Z o) defined for the ideal coupler are still

useful parameters to describe the microstrip coupler, although the

former can no longer be interpreted as the matching impedance.

Consider the scattering matrix for the special case when

= Z / Z = 1. From Eqs. (C-17) and (C-18), Appendix C, we
J = k o

obtain

s = L sin e
e  _ oSl 2 r o 8 eo 28

o+ sin 8 cos e + sin 8

= Jk s i n 9 e  + _ sin 8 0

s12
1 2[ cos +J sin 8 11-k 2 cos 0 +j sin 8

e e 0 2(29)
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13 2

4-0 os8+ j sin e 1J-k 2 c o s 9 +j sine
e e o

(30)

Loe + j sin ae cos e + J sin e

(31)

Compare these scattering coefficients with Eqs. (4) - (6) for the ideal

coupler. In particular note that when P P the coupler is not
e 0

matched and the isolation is finite.

Since e and G normally differ by only abcut 10% in micro-
e 0

strip, near midband where the coupler is approximately 90 long we can

make the following approximations:

sin 9 sin e 1
e o

COSIcosGe -z - = - 8G
e 2 e e

17
co - - G = -69 .Cs 2 ee

Thus, near midband, the scattering coefficients are approximately:

S j k (8 ao-6 ) (32)
~11 2 o e
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S1 2 = k 1J =- (69 +69) (33)

S 1k)(6e -6e) (4

813 = 2 o e (34)

S[1 4 = -j A1 7[1 1 /2 (6 e +68e)] (35)

From Eq. (33) it is clear that k is still the voltage coupling coefficient

at midband, where midband occurs when the average of the even and

odd mode lengths of the coupler is one-quarter wavelength. From
V

Eqs. (32) and (34), and the fact that 6 0-6 e e -'- -

we see that the VSWR increases and the isolation decreases with in-

creasing frequency. Furthermore, the looser the coupling, i.e. the

smaller k becomes, the lower the isolation; consequently the directivity

problem becomes rapidly worse as the coupling is decreased. Finally,

the ratio of Eq. (35) to (33) shows that it is still a quadrature coupler

in the neighborhood of the band center. The exact coefficients,

Eqs. (29) and (31) show that it will deviate slightly from phase

quadrature as sine = sin 9 ceases to be a good approximation.

To illustrate the basic behavior of the microstrip coupler,

the computed transmission characteristics of 3, 10, and 20 dB couplers

are shown in Figs. 14, 15 and 16. The velocity ratios are typical for

microstrip couplers with a substrate dielectric constant e = 10.0.
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In these Figures, we have chosen the "center" frequency when the

coupler is 0°0 long to the even mode, and the ideal coupling chara-

cteristic is shown by dashed lines. In this-way we see the effect of

"switching on" the velocity inequality of the odd mode. Note that

the coupling maximum shifts to a higher frequency, and the maximum

is just a little less than the nominal coupling. The frequencies at

which the departure from phase quadrature reaches 1 is indicated -

the couplers clearly maintain excellent quadrature properties over

any useful bandwidth.

All in all, except for its low directivity, the microstrip

coupler behaves very nearly like the ideal coupler. The coupling curves

differ by a fraction of a dB over the useful bandwidth, the mismatch is

not serious, and phase quadrature is well maintained. In many non-

critical applications, such as signal sampling, high directivity may

not be required, or the bandwidth may be narrow enough that the very

low directivity at the high frequency end is not of concern. In such

cases one need not velocity-compensate the coupler. To help decide

this question, Fig. 17 shows the directivity of microstrip couplers as

a function of the nominal coupling. The directivity is given at midband,

defined here as 8 = 90 , and at 1.5 f . The velocity ratio and the
e 0

coupling deviation at 1.5 f are also shown. The velocity ratio waso

computed for a substrate dielectric constant e = 10. and for coupler

impedances of 50 0.
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III. MICROSTRIP COUPLER DESIGN DATA

A. The Parameters of Microstrip Coupled Lines

We have now completed the discussion of the transmission

line properties of coupled-line couplers in terms of the basic electrical

parameters Z , Z , 9 and 0 , orZ k , k , e , andv /v .oe oo e o kpe o e
We now turn to the design problem of relating these electrical

parameters to the geometric parameters w/h and s/h and the substrate

dielectric constant. Several solutions to the microstrip coupled-line

problem have been published. Most frequently cited are the cal-

culations of Bryant and Weiss(3 ) for symmetrical coupled strips of zero

thickness. Graphs of the even and odd mode impedances for several

dielectric constants for a size of strip widths and several strip

spacings are given in their paperd, Ref. 3, and in the Microwave

Engineers Handbook, Vol I. (17)

In this section we shall present the Bryant and Weiss

impedance data in such a form to make interpolation and extrapolation

somewhat easier and more accurate than is possible from Refs. 3 and

17. We shall also provide the even and odd mode effective dielectric

constants which were not included in those references. And, finally,

we provide a design chart which relates the line widths and spacing

directly to the coupling and coupler impedance. All the curves are

for a substrate dielectric constant e = 10. 0; the data can be readily

adjusted for other dielectric constants in that vicinity, as will be

discussed later.
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Figure 18 gives the even and odd mode impedances as functions

of normalized line width w/h with the normalized spacing or gap width

s/h as a parameter. This graph is in the same form as those in Refs.

3 and and 17 with the important difference that the log and linear scales

are interchanged. By plotting Z versus the logarithm of w/h the curves

are more nearly straight, especially as w/h becomes small. As w/h

goes to zero we would expect the coupled pair to be reasonably well

approximated by a pair of small diameter, widely spaced wires, for

which the impedances are known to go as the logarithm of the wire

diameters, Consequently we expect that straight-line extrapolations

of Fig. 18 to smaller w/h will be quite accurate, while the Bryant and

Weiss computer program begins to lose accuracy as the strips become

very narrow.

As the gap width goes to zero the even mode impedance

approaches the limit

Zoe (w, s) s-- 2Z (2 w)

where Z is the impedance of a single strip. Thus the curve for0

Z ( s = 0) can be readily determined from the curve for s = 0. The
oe

odd mode impedance goes to zero as s-- 0. Consequently Fig. 18 is

not too useful for determining Z for narrow gaps. Fig. 19 gives Z

versus s/h with w/h as the parameter. These curves were computed

from the Bryant and Weiss program for s/h down to .025 and then

extrapolated down to .01. The accuracy of the calculations begins to

suffer as the gap and/or line width decrease much below 0. 1, however

no estimate of the magnitude of the erro: has been made, We expect that

the error at s = .01 would be no worse than the difference between the
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plotted values and the values obtained by a straight line extrapolation

from the s = 0.1 - 0.2 range, which runs 5 to 15%.

In this regard, it should be borne in mind that the calculations

are all for zero thickness lines. This is normally an excellent approxi-

mation for microstrip lines, since the printed lines are indeed quite thin

compared to the substrate thickness. For single strips one can correct

for the line thickness by making the lines narrower by about one thick-18 -
ness, which is typically of the order of 10-4 in. wide on lines 10 2

inches. In most practical instances this correction may be neglected

since it falls within the normal tolerances of etching the lines and main-

taining the dielectric constant of the material. Clearly, in the case of

narrow gaps between coupled lines, the line thickness will begin to be-

come important in the determination of the odd mode impedance when the

gap becomes smaller than the thickness. An evaluation of the thickness

correction to Z for narrow gaps has apparently never been published,00

and it is certainly not a trivial problem. Thus Fig. 19, and its extra-

polation to still smaller gaps must be treated as an approximation suit-

able as an adequate starting point for the design of extremely narrow gap

devices.

Fig. 20 gives the impedances versus gap width with line width

as the parameter. Here we have made the scale linear in the parameter
-s/h

e . This conveniently compresses the entire 0 to -range of s into the

0 to 1 interval, and does so in such a way that Z and Z for large s/hoe 00

are quite well represented by straight lines. Although the impedances

are not precisely linear in e - s / h for large s/h, the extrapolation--or

interpolation as plotted here--is accurate to better than 1 Q for s 2;

the interpolations were done from s/h = 1 or 2 on each side through the

single strip Z , so that the maximum errors will occur in the s/h = 3 to 40

range.
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The effective dielectric constants for each mode are plotted

in Fig. 21, using the exponential scale of Fig. 20 in order to cover the

entire range of gap widths. The odd mode e eff plotted for small gaps

are simple extrapolations from the wider gap (s/h> .025) data. The

curves are least accurate in the s/h = 2 to 4 range where the slopes

are changing rapidly. Nevertheless, the maximum error in that range

is about .05 units or < 1% of cef f *

The log - log plot of Z versus s/h in Fig. 19 suggests a00

small gap extrapolation formula--bearing in mind the reservations with

respect to accuracy pointed out earlier--of the form

Z = Z (w/h) (s/h) n (w/h) , s/h - 0

(36)

Figure 22 gives the coefficient Z and the exponent n , derivedos

from the small gap end of Fig. 19, as functions of w/h.

Similarly, for large gaps, Fig. 20 suggest the approximations

Z = Z (w) (-l+Ae - si/h)
oe o (w) /h s/h

00 0 (37)

where Z (w) is the single strip impedance from Fig. 18. The slope

parameter A is given in Fig. 23 as a function of w/h.
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The data in Figs. 18 - 23, which all apply for e = 10.0

may be readily and accurately adjusted for other substrate dielectric

constants over a fairly wide range about 10. From the Bryant and Weiss

data on effective dielectric constants, we find that e eff is proportional

to er within a few percent for e up to at least 16, but the proportionality

constant depends on w, s and the mode. For substrate diLlectric con-

stants near 10, we can relate the effective dielectric constant for either

mode and a given w and s, to the corresponding eff when e = 10 by

Cff = eff (10) * f (wsEd (28)

where f (w, s, e ) is a second order correction to adjust for the non-

linearity of e with e . The orre ction factor f is plotted versus cr

in Fig. 24 for several values cf w/h for the case of widely spaced

lines, s - -= For closeiy spaced lines, s/h N,0.l, f for the even mode

is a fraction rf a percent higher, and for the odd mode lower, than the

s --- curve for e >10, and conversely for r < 10. This is generallyr r

a negligible correction.

Thus, whene r 10, Eq. (38), with f from Fig. 24, may be

used to determine e eff and eo-eff from Fig. 21. Zoe and Z are

determined from Figs. 18, 19, and 20 by dividing a re f/:10.
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The normal design procedure in designing a coupler of

specified coupling k , impedance level Zk , and center frequency
p

fo is as follows: First determine the required Z and Z from

kp
k = 0 20

Z =Z 1+k
oe k 1-k

and 1-k
Zoo Zk 1+k . (39)

Second, from Figs. 18-20 determine those values of w/h and s/h which

simultaneously yield the desired Z and Z . Third, from the widthoe 00

and gap just determined, find eff arid eff from Fig. 21. And,

fourth, determine the coupler length from

c

4 fo ('-eff + 'o-eff)/2 (40)

10
where c = 3 x 10 cm/sec.

The second step is a tedious process requiring cross-plots

and interpolations to find the solution. This tedium can be greatly

relieved by doing the job once and for all. In Fig. 25 we have plotted

lines of constant coupler impedance and constant coupling in the

w/h - s/h plane. for the case of e = 10. It might be pointed out
r

that not only does this chart greatly simplify the design process, it

also provides a very quick and simple evaluation of the coupling and

impedance variations with respect to changes in the line parameters.
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In particular we see that as the gap becomes very wide, the spacing

controls the coupling and the line width controls the impedance level,

as we might expect. However, for moderate to narrow gaps this is no

longer true, and a change in either parameter will have a significant

effect on both impedance and coupling.

Figs. 26 and 27 are plots of coupling versus w/h and s/h,

intended tZ make interpolation on Fig. 25 easier and more accurate.

Figs. 25 - 27 may also be quickly adapted to other substrate

dielectric constants. To the extent that the even and odd mode effective

dielectric constants change by the same factor with a change in sub-

strate dielectric constant, the coupling of a line pair is independent of

the dilectric constant. We have pointed out that this is true to within

a percent for e from 7 to 16 at least. Consequently, we need only re-
r

label the impedances by Zk' - Zk 1g0/e f' to make Figs 25 - 27

applicable to substrates of dielectric constant er.

Design data for non-symmetrical microstrip couplers have

not yet been calculated to our knowledge. In lieu thereof, we suggest

the following approximate design procedure for impedance transforming

microstrip couplers. First determine the reciprocal admittances for

each mode and each line from the desired coupling and input and

coupled line impedance levels as prescribed in Section IB. Second,

average the even and odd mode admittances:

- 1 a b )
Yoe = (Yoe oe =/Zoe

- 1 a Yob )Yo =- (Yo +=I/o
00 2 o- 00 00
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Third, determine the line width and gap for this "averaged" symmetrical

coupler from the charts in this Section. (The total currents for the

even and odd modes in this coupler will be the same as in the desired

non-symmetrical coupler, but they will not be properly divided.)

Fourth, keeping the gap fixed, use Fig. 18 to find the new widths for

each line from the A and B line even mode reciprocal admittances.
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B. Velocity-Compensated Microstrip Coupler Design

The most successful method we have found for equalizing

the even and odd mode velocities to improve coupler directivity, is by

means of a dielectric rod or block over the coupling gap which increases

the odd mode dielectric constant by more than the even. In this section

we cover the design priciples and present design curves for such

dielectric-overlay,velocity-compensated couplers.

The basic design idea is simple and straightforward. A

dielectric block covering the coupling gap and a portion of the lines will

increase e-eff relativity more than it will e eff because of the odd

mode's greater fringing fields above the dielectric. With the right

amount of dielectric, both effective dielectric constants will be almost

equal at a new value slightly higher than the original Ce_eff* The overlay

will increase the coupling and decrease the coupler impedance, besides

(almost) equalizing the velocities. The task, then, is to estimate the

amount of coupling and impedance change caused by the overlay, and

determine the parameters of an uncompensated coupler of correspondingly

higher impedance and looser coupling.

We should point out that the dielectric constants

cannot be exactly equalized without completely covering the lines with

a thick overlay, of the same constant as the substrate. This is un-

desirable on several counts. One, it increases the effective dielectric

constant fo e, which is usually so high that the lines must be made

quite narrow for 50 Q systems and are consequently too lossy. Two, the

electric fields are no longer well-constrained under the strips, which
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can lead to radiation and higher-order mode problems. And, three, we

have found experimentally that better directivity could be obtained with

narrow blocks, i.e. no wider than 2(w + S1.

It is probable that exact equalization could be achieved with

a narrow block of a higher dielectric constant or a thin layer of material
(19)

of the same constant entirely cover the coupler . These are added

refinements which we have not considered. However, the general

procedure and design curves given here will still apply reasonably accur-

ately to these kinds of overlay.

The amount of coupling change caused by the overlay can be

determined quite accurately, as follows. Recall that the even and odd

mode impedances for a pair of lines at given width and spacing are

Zoe Z oe, air /

Z =Z /,
00o oo, air

where Zoe air' Z00 air are the impedances of the same lines without the

substrate. Now, with the dielectric overlay in place, let e f' be the 4

eff
effective dielectric constant of both modes. Then

Z' =Z / = Z ee7 eff/ effoe oe, air ef oe eeffef

00 ooa e/ =ff Zo _eff/"eff
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The voltage coupling without the overlay is
z -Z

k= oe 00
z +z
oe 00

and with the overlay
Z/ -
oe 00k' Z/e  Z /kz
oe + 00

z - Z g
= oe 00

Zoe + 00o

_ (1+k) - (1-k) g

(1+k) + (1-k) g (41)

where g = Oeff/ eff

The new coupling depends only on the ratio of odd and even mode

dielectric constants and the coupling of the uncompensated coupler.

It does not depend upon the final, equalized value of Gff nor on Zk .

klso, since for most practical purposes the ratio of dielectric con-

stants is sensibly independent of the substrate dielectric constant,

the change in coupling with the overlay depends only on the initial

coupling. The coupling change is plotted in Fig. 28, based on the 41

data in the previous section for couplers near 50 0 .
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The impedance of the overlay coupler will, of course,

depend on the final value of -' e

-eff*

Now, our design theory says nothing about how much dielectric to use

other than "enough"--presumably a minimum amount to achieve the

best directivity response. Determining the right amount is left as

an empirical task.

Nevertheless, we need a simple prescription to estimate the

likely value of e'f. To this end, we make the following argument:e f

In the limit as the gap goes to zero, there are virtually no even mode

fields above the gap. Only a very small overlay will be required, and

it will change only eff" So, for s = 'ff = e-ef" As the gap

becomes very wide, the fields of the even and odd modes become more

and more alike. A very thick overlay will be required--even though the

two dielectric constants are not very different--increasing both

effective dielectric constants substantially. A reasonable guess is

that they reach the average of e and c (assuming that the overlay
and substrate are both E). Thus,as s...., ff -- (: eff + E) /2.

-r 'ef eef r
Finally, for arbitrary spacing, we have adopted the following simple

formula to derive the design curves.

Cr e-eff -s/h (
eff = e-eff + 2 (i-e (43)
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Using Eqs. (42) and (43) and the data in section IIIA we have determined

the line width and spacing and e' as functions of the coupling (with
eff

overlay) for couplers of 50 C) with overlay on e = 10.0 substrates asr

shown in Figs. 29 and 30. For other impedances near 50 0, proportion

w/h and s/h according to Fig. 25, along a line of constant coupling. For

other substrates near e = 10, multiply e' for the desired coupling
r eff

by e /10 to get c" and determine the design for a coupler of
r eff

Zk = 50eff "ef.
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C. Dispersion

The frequency variation of the effective dielectric con-

stants of single and coupled microstrips has been studied by several
4

authors. Getsinger has deduced especially simple analytical approxi-

mations which agree excellently with experiment and which have the

distinct advantage of being calculable by human beings , unaided by a

gigantic computer.

The reader interested in the model and derivation is re-

ferred to Getsinger's papers. Here we shall simply provide the formula

and some graphs for the coupled line case.

From Ref. 4, the dispersion formula is
e- Cr x-O

--- r lGx(f/fpx)2

Xf px (44)

G 0.6 + .009 Z
X xx
f = Z/24 h,

px x o

where
x = e or o for the even and oud modes;

c = effective dielectric constant, f / 0;x

e = effective dielectric constant, f = 0;
xo

er = substrate dielectric constant;

Zx = Z oe/2 or 2 Z forx=eoro.

h = substrate thickness

r0 = 31.92 nH/in.
0
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As the effective dielectric constants vary with frequency, the

even and odd mode impedance will change as well as the electrical length,

relative to the dc-derived length. As usual, our interest is less in the

variations of Z and Z with frequency, but more in how the coupler'soe 0

circuit performance will be affected. In particular, we would like to

know how a coupler, designed with the dc design data, will behave at

microwave frequencies. We have computed, from Eqs. (44), the fre-

quency variations of midband impedance, coupling, and directivity for

uncompensated 50 () couplers on e r = substrates: These results, as well

as a midband length correction, are plotted in Figs. 31 and 32.

In general, over the useful frequency range of a coupler, dis-

persion is a relatively small effect. Also, we would expect the effects

to be even snaller in the case of dielectric-overlay couplers. Figs. 31

and 32 may be used to estimate corrections to a dc-based design. One

mu ;t bear in mind, though, that the impedances of the interconnecting

lines will also change by about the same amount, so that one should not

correct for Zk . The only practical corrections might be for the coupling

of loose couplers and the length needed for 900.
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IV. BROADBANDING AND TIGHT COUPLING TECHNIQUES

A. Broadband Couplers

In Section II we discussed at length the coupling bandwidh

of ideal and microstrip couplers, consisting of a uniform, single

quarter wavelength coupled-line sections; see Figs. 3, 4, 14, 15 and

16. Broadly speaking, a single section coupler has about an octave

bandwidth for about 1/2 to 1 dB coupling variation, but, in microstrip,

the directivity in the upper range is low, especially for loose coupling.

The specific goal in this work was the design of octave bandwidth

couplers with less than 0.2 dB deviation and at least 20 dB of directivity.

This is just beyond the reach of single-section covplers and a method

of increasing the bandwidth was required. In this Section we shall

briefly review the principle coupler broadbanding techniques which have

been proposed, and discuss in more detail the method adopted for our

experimental couplers.

There are basically two ways of broadbanding the coupling

characteristic--either by cascading a number of quarter wavelength

sections. of appropriately chosen coupling, or by continuously varying

the coupling along the coupler length. In each of these methods, the

We use the term cascade to deonote direct end-to-end connection,
i.e. ports 3 and 4 to ports 2 and 1 of the following coupler; this connec-
tion has no crossover. Tandem connection will refer to ports 2 and 4
connected to 3 and 1; this does require a crossover.
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Coupling variation along the coupler's length may be symmetrical , or

asymmetrical, as illustrated in Fig. 33. An asymmetrical coupler need

not have a monotonic coupling variation from one end to the other, but

this is the only case ever considered.

All of these broadbanding methods rely on the property that two

cascaded X/4 couplers, of the same impedance but different coupling,

will have a net coupling intermediate between the two near mldband and

tighter than both towards the band edges. As an example, Fig. 34

compares the coupling curve of a cascade connection of a 3.01 dB and a

10 dB coupler with the curves for each by itself. With a little reflection,

one can readily appreciate that, as the coupling of the 10 dB coupler is

increased to 3 dB the net coupling curve will devlop into the curve for a

single 3 dB coupler of twice the original length.

By cascading two or more couplers, the couplings can be chosen

to control the mean coupling and ripple amplitude. In particular, the

ripple amplitude can be set equal to zero, a maximally flat design, or

the ripples may all be made the same, an equal ripple design. As more

sections are added the maximally flat or equal ripple bandwidth becomes

wider, approaching the 0- to -2 normalized frequency band as the

number of sections goes to infinity. The coupling will always go to

zero at the ends of this band, however.

,
Asymmetrical refers to end-to-end asymmetry, non-symmetrical

refers to side-by-side asymmetry. c f. footnote p. 16
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The tapered line couplers may be thought of as a cascade of

stepped quarterwave length couplers in the limit that the quarterwave

length frequency and the number of sections go to infinity. Theoretically

then the half-wavelength frequency is also infinite and there is no upper

limit to the flat or equal ripple band. The lower band edge will still

occur where the entire coupler is approximately a quarter wave length

long, just as in the stepped coupler cases. The broadbanding design

problem is then to determine the couplings required for each section--or

the coupling as a function of distance for the continuously tapered

couplers--in order to obtain a given overall mean coupling and ripple

amplitude. We also need to know what the bandwidth will be as a

function of the number of sections and coupling tolerance (ripple).

Levy has treated the synthesis of stepped asymmetrical couplers, 20

and has provided convenient tables for couplers of two to six sections
21

and 3 to 20 dB of coupling. As usual, these tables give the even mode

impedances of each section (the odd mode impedances are implicit since

the couplers all have unit impedance) rather than the couplings. For

two-section couplers, two quantities, the mean coupling and the ripple,

are related to Just two others, the coupling of each section. Thus it is

quite simple to relate these quantities on a chart, Fig. 35. For three or

more sections turn to the tables in Ref. 21. For two-section coupler

combinations lying to the right of the maximally flat locus, the bandwidth

will still be greater and the mean coupling less than for the single

coupler #1, but the characteristic will peak at midband. "Mean coupling"

must be interpreted as "Peak coupling" in this region, and it

asymptotically approaches coupling #1 as coupling #2 goes to infinity.
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The equal ripple bandwidths of 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 dB

ripple 2- and 3- section couplers are compared with the bandwidths

of singev sections in Fig. 36. In the Figure, the "ripple" of the

single section is simaply half the coupling deviation from the center

frequency. We see that adding .'ne section roughly doubles the

bandwidth of the single section for these relatively small coupling

tolerances.

Asymmetrical multi-section couplers are no longer quadrature

couplers, although by adding a piece of line to the direct output they

can be made approximately so. Figs. 37 and 38 show the coupling

and phase difference characteristics of a 2- and a 3-section 3 dB

coupler. The two section coupler with an extra 90 line will have a

90° + 10 phase difference, which may suffice for many quad coupler

applications. However,as we shall see, symmetrical ccuplers are

exactly quad couplers, so one may as well use a 3-section symmetrical

coupler as to use a compensated 2-section asymmetrical coupler.

The 3-section coupler needs a 180 ( @ f ) for compensation, but the
0 0

error from 900 reaches almost 300.

The synthesis of equal ripple symmetrical couplers has
22

been given L-y Cristal and Young, including design tables. Since

the three-section symmetrical coupler has just two coupling values,

we can derive a design chart, similar to Fig. 35, relating the mean

coupling and ripple to the center and end coupler couplings, Fig. 39.

Interestingly, Fig. 39 is almost the same as Fig. 35 with 6.5 dB added

to the horizontal axis.
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The equal ripple bandwidths of 3-section symmetrical

couplers of . 1 j .25, and .5 dB ripple are shown in Fig. 36, for

comparison with single section and asymmetrical couplers. Note that

the 3-section symmetrical coupler has just a shade more bandwidth

than does the 2-section asymmetrical coupler. This circumstance can best

be appreciated by comparing the coupling characteristics of the 3-section

symmetrical couplers in Fig. 40 with that of the asymmetrical coupler in

Fig. 38--the coupling curve ripples downward just once, as in a 2-section

coupler, and not twice. Thus the symmetrical coupler uses 3-sections

to get the same ripple as a 2-section coupler, with crily a slight gain

in bandwidth. But the symmetrical coupler is a true quadrature coupler;

hence our earlier statement that it rarely pays to compensate a 2-section

coupler with an extra line in one output, when the 3-section symmetrical

coupler will have exactly 90 phase difference, take up the same area,

and provide some margin of bandwidth.

It is interesting to note that the 2-section couplers obtained

by deleting one end of the couplers in Fig. 40 would be 2.4 - 2.5 dB,

approximately maximally flat. It is the second end coupler- which

produces the first ripple, rather thar generating another. in general,

asymmetrical couplers of n secticns have n-i ripples (counting dips in

coupling) while symmetrical couplers have half as many. Symmetrical

couplers are not optimum in the sense of yielding the most bandwidth

for a given ripple and total length; however under the constraints of

symmetry and phase quadrature the equal ripple design is optimum.
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A practical problem in multi-element couplers is the treat-

ment of the transition zones where the ends of one coupler are joined

to the next. The junction discontinuities m,.st be tuned out over the

coupling bandwidth to achieve low VSWR and high directivity performance.

Also, the transitions inevitably take up space and contribute to the

length of the coupler.

In our early experimental couplers we included the lengths of

the transitions in the lengths of the end couplers. That is, the center

coupler was made 900 long at f and the end couplers plus an estimate0

for the transitions were also 900 long. The reasoning was that the

transition regions were still coupling zones, with the coupling changing

rapidly from the center to the end value, and although the coupling was

not the correct value, it dropped very rapidly such that it could be con-

sidered a small perturbation on the weak end couplers. Our object was

to keep the entire coupler 2700 long at f0

The coupling characteristics of those coupers always exhibited

a pronounced coupling roll off with increasing frequency. This effect

was attributed, with the help of computer modeling experiments, to the

foreshortening of the end couplers. Fig. 41 shows the results of the

computer experiments on a 3-section 10 dB coupler. All curves are for

equal mode velocities, and junction discontinuities are ignored in order

to demonstrate only the effect of the lengths of the couplers and transitions.

Curve #1 is the response of the ideal coupler--without transitions--

which, with the rounded off coupling values, is a 9.95 + .05 dB coupler.

Curve #3 illustrates what happens when we approximate the transitions

by 15 of 17 dB coupling and shorten the ends by 15 to maintain a
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2700 overall length. The tilting of the characteristic corre-ponds to

the experimentally observed roll cff. Curve 42, in which "he transition

is removed but the ends are kept short has the same general shape.

This indicates that the length of the 25.7 dB couplers and not the over-

all length which is important. This is confirmed by curve #4, where the

ends are 900 long and the 150 long transitions are inserted; the coupling

curve is quite flat, although the bandwidth is narrower and the center

frequency has shifted downward from the ideal coupler.

Finally, curve #5 illustrates that the coupling increases

with frequency if the ends are too long, as we might now expect. Curve

#6 shows what happens if we have three 900 long couplers joined by

transitions 150 long but completely decoupled.

Two rules may be drawn from these experiments. First the

individual couplers must all be )0 long and the transition zones should

have an intermediate coupling value, to maintain coupling flatness.

Second, the transitions must be made as short as possible to avoid

excessive loss of bandwidth. We might also remark that as long as the

symmetry is maintained, the ideal directivity and phase quadrature are

not affected by the lengths or coupling of the transition zones.

Tapered line couplers theoretically have a high-pass coupling

characteristic and elimin-ate the problem of intercoupler transitions. In

practice, however, there are still junctions where the coupler meets the

decoupled feed lines, and these discontinuities will limit the high

frequency performance. Nevertheless extremely broad bandwidths are

attaindble 40-to-1 or more, in media with equal phase velocities.

We are not aware of very broadband tapered-line microstrip couplers

having been reported. Certainly the problem of velocity compensation
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and attaining high directivity over decade bandwidths in microstrip

couplers presents something of a challenge--which we have not under-

taken in this work.

We have also not prepared any design charts for tapered line

couplers. Arndt 2 3 has synthesized asymmetrical tapered couplers with

Chebyshev characteristics and provides coupling tables for 3,6,8,34,

10 and 20 dB couplers with ripples up to .83 dB. The tables are in the

form of Moefficients of 6th order polynomials giving the coupling as a

function of length. The equal-ripple low frequency band edges are also

tabulated. These couplers are not quadrature couplers and, as Arndt

points out, are not easily phase compensated.

DuHamel and Armstrong 2 4 have given a synthesis prescription
for tapered line magic-T's, i.e. in-or out-of-phase outputs, based on

a Klopfenstein taper. The design procedure appears to be quite tedious.

The design of symmetrical tapered couplers has been treated
25 263by Tresselt, and by Kammler Tresselt determined that, in the

loose coupling approximation employed, the high pass characteristic

required that the coupling go to 0 dB at the center. He did not prove

that this was tne in any higher order thiory, but turned to the synthesis

of equal ripple couplers of finite bandwidth. Ir. the design procedure

developed, the coupling versus distance function is much like the

staircase of the stepped symmetrical coupler, but with rounded corners

and not-quite-flat steps. In fact the stepped coupler impedance values

are used as weighing functions in the tapered coupler design. The

coupling curves and bandwidths of the tapered coupler and stepped

r prototype will be very much the same. The tapered coupler turns out to

-90-
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be a little longer and requires slightly tightei coupling at the center.

The great advantage of this technique is the elimination

of the transition regions by incorporating them into the overall coupler

design in a rigorous fashion. The design procedure is quite involved,

and we have not attempted to reduce it to practically manageable

tables or charts. This is, however, a job that definitely should be done.
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B. Tight-Couoling Methods

The practical limit for narrow gaps between coupled

microstrip lines fabricated by conventional photo etching techniques

is about .0008" to .001". Typical substrate thicknesses are .010" to

.050", with .020" and .025" generally used for S- through K -bands.u

Thus the minimum practical s/h is in the .02 to .04 range, depending

on the substrate thickness. Referring to the basic design chart, Fig.

25, we see that this limits the tightest coupling of 50 0 couplers to

about 5 dB.

To meet the demand for 3 dB couplers we need to eXplore

ways of increasing the coupling of microstrip couplers within the frame-

work of the gap width limitation. Recall also that broadband 3 dB

couplers can require coupling even greater than 1 dB; the center of a

9-section symmetrical 3 dB coupler with I dB of ripple, for instance,

is an 0.3 dB coupler! In this Section we shall discuss three methods for

achieving tight coupling using fairly conventional microstrip techniques.

These are (1) transformation to high impedance couplers, (2) interdigitated

structures, and (3) tandem connections of more loosely coupled couplers.

From Fig. 25 we can see that at the narrow gap end the

coupling tightens as the impedance ol a coupler is increased by narrow-

ing the lines, keeping the gap fixed. The practical limit here is perhaps

75 to 80 0, which will pick up about 1 dB in coupling, The transfor-

mation up to and down from the coupler impedance will need a bandwidth

at least as great as the coupler to avoid undue loss in directivity. The

very narrow coupler strips will also cause higher dissipative loss.

Clearly, the marginal gain in coupling by this method is rot worth the

degradation in directivity and loss.
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27, 28

Lange has designed and constructed interdigitated

3 dB and 1.47 dB (center section of 3-section 3 dB coupler) couplers.

In this design, diagrammed in Fig. 42, tight coupling with moderate

spacing is achieved by tripling the length of the coupling gap. it

requires everal jumpers to connect the ends of the fingers belonging

to the same conductor strip. The jumpers are normally several

.0005" to .001" gold wires, thermo-compression. bonded to the

gold fingers; Fig. 43 shows the construction details.

The couplers in Figs. 42 and 43 have the direct and isolated

ports interchanged, which is handy for microwave mixer applications.

This crossing over of the lines is possible because of the jumpers,

which were needed anyway. One can also "reverse" the Lange coupler,

bringing the direct and isolatecl ports out on their usual sides, as

diagrammed in Fig. 44. ThIs ]a'ut dispenses with the center cross-

over wires.

The directtvity of 3-dB interdigitated couplers is excellent

(>20dB) even without velocity compensation. Typical performance of

a single section C-band coupler used in octave bandwidth mixers is

shown in Fig. 45. The isolation curve here is quite close--within

about 2 dB of the theoretical curve for a single gap 3-dB coupler,

Fig. 14. Thus we expect that the even-odd mode velocity ratio of the

interdigitated coupler to be comparable to that of the corresponding

single gap structure.

Lange's 1.47 dB coupler required 0.6-mil gaps and 1.9-,nil

lines on 42-mil alumina, which was pushing the limits of the photo etch-

ing technique. As it was, the covpling was low and the directivity

was as low as 15 dB.
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Thus, Wie interdigitated coupler approach appears to be

excellent for couplers up to about 2.5 dB on .020" - .025" substrates

and 2 dB on .050" substrates. Reaching 1.5 dB means extraordinary

control on tolerances. Consequently, this coupler is almost ruled out

of multisection 3-dB coupler applications. One could possibly Utghten the

coupling still more by using more, narrower, fingers, but they are pretty

narrow already and bonding the jumper wires without shorting to adjacenL

fingers is an exacting task.

Unfortunately, no general design data has been published

on the parameters of interdigitated couplers. However, since their

widest use will be as single-section, 3 dB couplers, the empirical values

s/h = .072, w/h = .11, e ; 10.0 should suffice for most of the work.r

It is well-known that two quadrature couplers connected in

tandem will have an overall coupling greater than either and will still

be a quad coupler. The tandem connection of two couplers exists when

the coupled and direct ports (ports 2 and 4) of one coupler feed diagonally

opposed ports (input, 1, and isolated, 3) of the second, Figure 46.

p*

c f. footnote, p. 74
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Note that the isolated port is on the input port side and the coupled

poit is diagonal to the input. The composite coupler can be treated as

a single coupler and connected in tandem with yet another.

Denote the scattering coefficients of the tandem coupler

by T12 and T 14 and those of the individual couplers by S 1 2 , S 14 and

then,
T 12 _A2 S14 +914 S12

T1 4 =412 S12 +-914 S14  (45)

For two identical couplers, we have at midband, where S 1 2  k,

S14 =j V ,

I T 12 2 212 = 4k (1-k

2TI = (2k2-I)2  (46)T141

The net power coupling of two identical couplers is plotted In Fig. 47.

Note in particular that two 8.34 dB couplers gives 3 dB and that a pair

of 5 dB couplers--the practical tight-coupling limit--yields an 0.63 dB

coupler. If still tighter coupling were required a third tandem element

could be added, but this would be a rare necessity. As the coupling of

the individual couplers beccmcs weak, k2 << 1, the coupling of the

tandem pair approaches 6.02 dB greater than the single coupler. When

the individual couplers are tighter than 3 dB, the net coupling goes down

again, the direct and coupled ports in a sense interchanging roles.
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The bandwidth of a tandem pair is less than that of a single

coupler of the same overall coupling. This is illustrated in Fig. 48 for

a 3 dB coupler and a tandem pair of 8.34 dB couplers. he bandwi" of

the pair is essentially that of an 8.34 dB coupler; cf Fig 3.

The tandem coupler has the advantages that very tight

coupling can be achieved with just two couplers, conventional design

procedure is applicable, and velocity compensation is easy. They do,

however-, require cross-overs, but these are bonded to broad hnr s and

do not present any fabrication or serious matching problems. The

couplers also require more than twice the area of a single coupler, and

there is no choice, without additional crossovers, on the ordering of

Ehe ports.

In principle there are two ways of broadbanding the tandem

coupler. These are diagrammed in Fig. 49 for a 3-section 3 dB coupler.

The first is a tandem connection of two 3-section, cascaded, 8.34 dB

couplers; the second is a 3-section cascade with a 1.5 dB center section

composed of tandem 6.4 dB couplers. The latter eliminates two

couplers, but adds a cross-over in the interconnecting 50 0line is

undesirable because cross-coupling here is to be avoided. Conversely,

because of the geometry, the inter-stage connecting lines, which

should be coupled to some extent, will tend to be two far apart and

decoupled. Clearly the tandem 3-section 8.34 dB couplers represent

the cleaner, more straightforward design. Fig. 50 shows the computed

coupling response of the arrangement in Fig. 49(a). The ripple of the

composite coupler is slightly less than the ripple of each 8.34 dB

coupler, i.e. -0.2 dB versus 0.25 dB. The equal ripple bandwidth is

111% (3.5 to 1), which compares quite favorably with the 117% (3.8 to 1)

of a single 3-section 3 dB, 0.2 dB ripple coupler.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL COUPLERS

A. Introduction

A number of expe'rimental couplers were made with the

objectives of obtaining octave bandwidth coupling responses with small

coupling tolerance and high di: activity, as well as to compare with the

design data of the previous chapters. For the sake of uniformity and

ease of comparison, all couplers were 3-section symmetrical couplers.

Two-section asymmetrical couplers would have provided the bandwidth,

but the appeal of phase quadrature and symmetry led us to opt for the

symmetrical des:.gns.

Dielectric overlay couplers of 8.34, 10, and 20 dB, centered

at 6 GHz are described in Section C; tandem 8.34 dB, 3-dB couplers at

6, 4.5 and 3 GHz are covered in Section D. We experimented with a

3-section 3 dB coupler with an interdigitated center section, Section E.

This was not pursued beyond one trial, but it does show promise within

the limitations discussed in the last chapter. In our early work, before

turning to the dielectric overlay, we experimented with the wiggly-line

coupler intoduced by Podel.8 We were not successful in improving

directivity with this technique; however some results of this effort will

be covered in Section F. Final:y, in Section G we discuss the results

on band pass filters made with and without a dielectric overlays. All

circuits were on .025" (+.0005") 99.5% alumina (Alsimag 772, American

Lava Corp.) except the interdigitals which were on .050" material. The

substrates were polished to 1.5 In finish and coated with a standard

100 PinCr - Au metalization. The dielectric constant quoted by the

manufacturer was 9. 8: our measurements, described in Section B

indicated that e was near 10.0. The same material was used for ther
overlays.
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The circuits were soldered into gold-plated machined

aluminum housings, fitted with OSM-220 -8873A hermetic MIC

connectors. The launchers were modified to an air-line entry to the

microstrip. (The standard connector has a teflon-loaded line.)
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S. Dielectric Constant Msasurements

To measure the dielectric constant, r and the effective

microwave dielectric constant, s eff' of the substrate material, a special

test pattern was etched. It consisted of a series of four different-sized

circular dots and a capacitively-coupled transmission line resonator.

By plotting the square root of the low-frequency capacitances

of the dots, versus their radii, Fig. 51, we find that the effective radius,

which accounts for the effect of fringing is .010" greater than the geo-

metrical radius. (The l&rgest dot was in rather close proximity to the

transmission line and was perhaps loaded by it slightly; hence this high

point was not weighted in drawing the straight lines.) From this data,

-r '1 7 clearly represents the best fit to the three lower points, although

s r 10.0 appears to be within experimental error.

A time-domain reflectometer measurement of the line imped-

ance of , e resonator section which had w/h = .985 was 48 + .3 CL This

implies _- 10.6, based on Bryant and Weiss' calculations for zero

thickness lines. Allowing for the line thickness would bring e down tor
about 10.4.

The transmission resonant frequencies of the resonator from

S to X band were measured. The effective dielectric constants at each

resonant frequency were computed, assuming the line was .020" longer

than its physical length, to alow for end fringing. These data are plotted

in Fig. 52 with a dispersion curve calculated from Getsingers' formula,

Eq. 44; fore = 10.0 and e = 6.68. This value for the low frequencyr eo

effective dielectric constant is c nsistent with the resonator data and

with Bryant and Weiss' calculated value for E = 10.0,w/h .985.
r
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irr

i Thus, this microwave-derived value of er = 10.0 was chosen

since it was- within a few percent of the low frequency values, and it

was obv ously easier to use. A more precise value was not deemed

necessary since coupling depends only weakly upon c" and coupler
r

impedances with dielectric overlays are semi-empidcally determined

anyway. For the sanme reasons mp did not generally apply dispersion

corrections in ueriving the coupler designs.

1
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C. 8.34 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB Couplers

Our target designs for these three couplers were:

Coupler Ripple Center Coupler End Coupler

8.34 0.05 6.28 23.8 dB

10.0 0.20 7.44 23.5 dB

20.0 0.20 17.2 33.8 dB

where the individual coupler values were computed from Cristal and

Young's data for 3-section symmetrical couplers, cf. Fig. 39. The

theoretical responses of these couplers, with and without velocity

compensation are shown in Figs. 53, 54, and 55.

Photographs of 8.34, 10, and 20 dB couplers without the

dielectric overlays in place are shown in Figs. 56, 57 and 58. The

cross-over jumper is visible in the center of the 8.34 dB coupler. It is

a 10-mil wide gold strap welded to the lower left and upper right coupler

branches. 8.34 dB couplers were also made without the crossed over

lines, for comparison. Figs. 59 and 60 show the 10 and 20 dB couplers

with the dielectric blocks in place, after being tuned for best performance.

They are glued down with Eastman 910 cement. The overlay for the

center of the 8.34 dB coupler with crossover is in two short pieces, one

each side of the jumper. In all of these couplers, the outermost sections

are decoupled ( - 50 dB) 50 0 feed lines to the launchers, and are not part

of the coupled zones.

The coupling and isolation responses from 1 to 11 GHz of

four couplers designed according to Figures 29 and 30 are shown in

Figs. 61, 62 and 63. The VSWR data for these couplers are in Fig. 64.
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FIGURE 56 3-SECToON 8.34dB COUPLER WITH CROSS OVER, WITHOUT DIELECTRIC OVERLAY.
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FIGURE 57 3-SECTION 10dB COUPLER WITHOUT DIELECTRIC OVERLAY.
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FIGURE 58 3- SECTION 20dB COUPLER WITHOUT DIELECTRIC OVERLAY.
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The tuning procedure for these couplers entailed several

tasks. First dielectric blocks were selected by trial and error to yield

the flattest coupling response and highest average directivity possible.

This combination was then checked on a time domain reflectometer to

observe the general impedance levels of the couplers and to evaluate

the mismatches, particularly at the intercoupler transitions. The trans-

itions were then tuned up with indium foil for best TDR match. This

cycle was then repeated antil the best coupling and directivity responses

were obtained, and then the blocks were glued in place.

We found that varying thie lengths of the blocks and then

positioning of the indium foil in the transitions could be used to control

the coupler lengths and thereby adjust the coupling flatness. The size

and position of the center coupler block seemed most critical with respect

to directivity, while the end coupler blocks appeared to have a larger

effect on flatness. Generally, the cement had to be kept out of the center

coupler gap, as it would degrade the directivity obtained with the blocks

simply resting in position.

In Figs. 61-63 note the substantial improvement in directivity

from that theoretically expected for.non-compensated couplers. It ranges

from 5 dB at the low end of the 8.34 dB to over 25 dB near midband on the

20 dB coupler, counting just the peaks. Much of the residual directivity

we attribute to small launcher and coupler mismatches and variations of

+ 1 Q in coupler impedance rather than velocity inequalities. Although

the minimum directivities were not 20 dB across the entire potential band-

widths of the couplers, they were better than 18, 21 and 16 dB for the

8.34, 10 and 20 dB couplers, respectively, over the 4 to 8 GHz band.

The directivity was better than 20 dB over substantial bandwidths on all

couplers.
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No attempt was made to tune for low VSWR; we aimed rather

at high directivity. In general the VSWR < 1. 3 up to 9 GHz. Mis-

matches up to 1.45 on the 20 dB coupler suggests that some improvement

in directivity is also possible here.

Note that the coupling bandwidths of the three couplers are

somewhat narrower than the calculated curves. This is due to the finite

length of the transition zones. Cf. Fig. 41 and discussion thereon,

Section IV-A. Also, the coupling of the 10 dB coupler has a slight

downward slope, because the end couplers are still a shade too short

relative to the center.

The coupling and isolation responses are taken with respect

to the input and output connectors and therefore include the connector

and feed-line losses. By adding up the transmitted and reflected powers

and subtracting from the incident power, we -an estimate the dissipative

losses. On the average we estimated that the dissipative losses varied

from 0.5 dB to 0.9 dB from 3 to9 GHz with 0.8dB at 6 GHz. No attempt

was made to apportion this loss among the connectors, feed lines, and

couplers; the hermetic connectors .tend to run from 0. 1 to 0.5 dB per pair

over the same band.

If we add about 0.8 dB to the coupling of these couplers to

account for the loss, we see that they are indeed quite close to the design

values, except that the 20 dB coupler lacks any ripple; it is not quite

maximally falt. Before making a more detailed compa.ison of the results

with the design data, consider the characteristics of the three couplers

shown in Figs. 65, 66, and 67. These couplers were early models of

the 8.34, 10 and 20 dB couplers designed in accordance with an earlier

rversion of Figs. 29 and 30. All three couplers have very well-behaved
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coupling curves--in fact, the "8.34 dB" has exactly the curve we desired

for the 10 dB,discounting losses--and the directivities are over 20 dB

except for two small spots on the "8.34 dB" coupler. All three couplers,

however, are too weakly coupled and have too much ripple. This is be-

cause the gap widths, which control the coupling, were incorrect. Never-

thelezs, the actual gap widtlhs used imply certain "design" values for the

coupiers per Fig. 30. (The line widths used imply coupler impedances,

estimated from Figs. 29 and 26, within a half-ohm of 50 ohm and can be

safely ignored.) These coupling values, in turn, imply certain mean

couplings and ripples, per Fig. 39, which may then be compared with

experiment. Table I lists the "design" values of all the couplers in the

seven 3-section units with their normalized gap widths. Under measured

data it lists the dissipative losses at midband and the estimated mean

coupling, and ripple corrected for loss by subtracting all of the loss from

the mean coupling. Finally Fig. 39 was used to estimate the actual

couplings of each coupler. In Fig. 68, a copy of the gap width design

chart, these estimated coupling values are plotted against the actual

normalized gap widths. The agreement is quite good except for very

loosely coupled couplers, say less than 25 dB, which come out snore

lightly coupled than the curve predicts. Over the rest of the range, the

couplings were within 6-7 %, in dB, of the design values, which is within

the experimental accuracy.

1
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D. 3-dB Tandem Couplers

Figures 69 and 70 show a C-band tandem 8.34 dB quadrature

3 dB coupler with and without its dielectric overlays. Its transmission

characteristics are given in Fig. 71 over the i -11 GHz band.

The difference between 3-dB and the straight line through the

crossover points of the direct and coupled power curves represents the

dissipative loss of the coupler, since the isolation and reflection con-

tributions are negligible. (The VSWR 1.1 up to 7.5 GHz, has a peak

of 1.4 at 8.8 GHz; between 9.5 and 11 GHz it climbs from I.15 to 2).

The dissipative loss of the tandem pair is comparable to that of a single

section, in fact, within experimental error it is the same. The straight

through path iength on the tandem coupler is approximately 25% greater

than that of the 8.34 dB, with its longer feed lines, and thus we should

expect a proportionate increase in the loss. This suggests that the

coupler losses are indeed modest compared to the connector losses.

From the transmission data in Figure 71, we estimate that

the coupler is approximately 3. 1 dB with 0.2 dB of ripple. Again this is

within a few percent of the design target--with six couplers covered with

dielectric!

The isolation is 25 dB up to 8.5 GHz, where it degrades

slightly along with the increasing VSWR.

The phase quadrature property of the coupler is demonstrated

in Fig. 72. The phase difference between the direct and coupled arms

oscillates by less than 2 about a line of constant slope, representing a

differential line length of .026", in air, from I to 11 GHz.
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Finally Figs. 73 and 74 give the transmission characteristics

of couplers centered at 4.5 and 3.0 GHz. These couplers are exactly

the same design as circuiz #18 except the lengths of the coupled regions

are 1.33 and 2.0 times as long, respectively. The dissipative losses of

the couplers are greater for the lower frequency couplers, which we should

expect since transmission line loss per wavelength increasing as the

square root of wavelength. The directivity performance of these couplers

is not quite as good as on the C-band unit. However the same amount of

care was not taken to optimize the performance, and this represents

what can be expected with relatively little tuning effort.

4
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E. Interdigitated Couplers

A 3-section 3-dB, .05 dB ripple coupler requires 1.75 dB

center and 17.2 dB end sections. It appeared that it should be possible

to make an interdigitated 1.75 dB coupler on a .050" substrate. Since

little design data is available, we had to guess at the line dimensions

based on our experience with 3-dB couplets and on Lange's figures for a

1.47 dB coupler.

We made a single center section and a 3-section coupler in

which ends were designed to be 17.2 dB without an overlay. The "reversed"

Lange geometry, Fig. 44(a) was used. The lines were .003" wide

(w/h = .06) and the gaps .0014" (s/h = .028).

The single section came out 2.2 dB at 570, with 0.5 dB

of loss at mid band. The lines would have to be wider, the gaps narrower

to bring it in, but it looks reasonable. However, the isolation of the single

section was only 16 dB at mid band--a less than could be attributed to

the 57 Qimpedance. The approach did not appear too promising.

The 3-section coupler, however, had better than 20 dB

of isolation up to 8 GHz. The overall coupli.ng was approximately 3.5 dB

vwth little or no ripple. Since te center was low in coupling anci high in

impedance, and since dielectric overlays were working so well on con-

ventional couplers, it was logical to try this technique on the interdigital

structure.

The transmission characteristics of the overlay--interdigital

coupler are shown in Fig. 75. It is a nominal 3.2 dB coupler, centered at

6.5 GHz; it is almost flat, with a slight positive coupling slope. The

directivity is >23 dB up to 7.5 GHz and about 16 dB above that. There was

no dielectric on the end couplers.
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We did not pursue the interdigitated coupler, but it is obvious

that it could be made to perform as well as the tandem 8.34 dB units. Its

disadvantages are that it needs a thicker substrate than we normally

like to use above L-band, and the design, right now, is strictly empirical.
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F. Sawtooth Couplers

In the early part of the program we experimented with saw-

8tooth, or wiggly-line, couplers as proposed by Podell 8, as a con-

venient means of velocity compensation. The technique is very appeal-

ing since coupler fabrication is simple and they should not require tuning

adjustments once the design is fixed.

We made 3-section 10 and 20 dB, couplers, in C-band,

using various prescriptions to fix the angles, depths, and numbers of

teeth in the gaps. Our results can be summarized by reference to the data

for 10 -dB couplers with varying sawtooth angles shown in Figure 76. The

tooth angles in the center, 7.4 dB, coupler were 300, 350, and 400,

corresponding to corrections for velocity ratios of 1. 16, 1. 22 and 1. 30.

These corrections are considerably larger than the expected ratio of 1.11,

but smaller angles did not work, and we were attempting to allow for the

possibility that the odd mode wave does not follow the center of the gap,

but "cuts the corners" somewhat. The angles in the end couplers was
300 in all cases. Here the gaps are so wide that the teeth do not reach

the centerline, so the effective length of the gap is impossible to estimate.

The coupling responses of all the couplers has a very

pronounced high-frequency roll-off. These couplers were designed before

we recognized the effects of the relative coupler lengths and the trans-

itions on the coupling characteristics, and the transition lengths were

included as part of the end couplers.

Comparing the isola:ion responses with the computed, un-

compensated, curve from Fig. 54, we see that the sawteeth have effected

little, if any, improvement. Similarly, the measured isolation for the

20 dB couplers fall right on the calculated curve.
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FIGURE 77 COUPLED-LINE, HALF-WAVE RESONATOR BANE) PASS' FILTER.
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We concluded, reluctantly, that the sawtooth velocity

compensation technique does not work at C-band, and turned our

attention to the dielectric overlay method.

1
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G. Band Pass Filters

In order to exercise the design procedure on a different

configuration, we applied it to the design of a half-octave, band pass

filter, such as might be used in a multiplexer application.

The design was for a 4-coupler, coupled-line filter

with hall-wave, open circuited resonators; using a 3-sectian low-pass

prototype for an 0.2 dB Chebyshev ripple. The coupler impedances

and coupling were determined from the equations given by lAatthaei, Young,

and Jones (Table 10.02-1,p 5 29.

The couplers were not 50 0, so the couplet, parameters

without the overlays were estimated and the line parameters taken from

the charts for uncompensated couplers, Table II. The open circuited

resonators were shortened by .010" on each end to allow for fringing.

Two filters were made, one centered at 3 GHz, one at 6 GHz, the only

difference was in the coupler lengths. The S-band "unit is shown, without

dielectrics, in Fig. 77.

The transmission responses for three cases were computed

and are plotted in Fig. 78. The dotted line shows the attenuation of

the ideal filter; the solid line shows the case when the velocities are

unequal (ratios of 1.12 and 1.14 in the ends and center, repectively),

but the couplings and impedances have their design values. The dashed

curve corresponds to the filter designed for overlays but with the die-

lectrics removed. The effect of the incorrect couplers is simply to

A 3-section prototype has three X/2 resonators, but four couplers.
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narrow the bandwidth by a few percent. The effect of the velocity in-

equality, however, is to degrade the band rejection on the high frequency

side to about 25 dB. The pass band ripple is almost the same in all

three cases. (The upward velocity shift of the unequal velocity curves

is due to the choice of re = 900, rather than (0 + e) /2= 900 in the

calculations.)

Figures 79 and 80 show the measured transmission character-

istics of the C- and S-band filters. The bandpass insertion losses are

approximately 1.3 and 0.8 dB; these are primarily dissipative losses

since the peak VSWRs are less approximately 1.5 within the bands,

except for the high end of the S-band filter, where it is 2.1. The peak

rejection on the high side of the uncompensated coupler is - 24 dB, which

is close to the calculated 26 dB. The addition of the dielectrics improved

the rejection by about 5 dB; however, here again, we did not take pains-

taking care to optimize the performance. More work is clearly called

for in the area of velocity compensating coupled-line filters.
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VT. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our principal conclusion drawn from this work is that the die-

lectric overlay technique described is an excellent method for making

high-directivity directional, couplers in conventional microstrip. As a

corrollary, the design curves derived permit the semi-empirical desigin

of compensated single-section couplers from 5 to 25 dB, generally within

5% in coupling.

We have also concluded that the sawtooth scheme of velocity

compensation does not work at frequencies as high as C-band.

Finally, although we obtained only a modest improvement in

coupled-line filter performance with dielectric overlays, we believe

that significant improvement is possible with a commensurate improve-

ment in tuning technique.

There are many areas in which we would recommend further study

and experimentation. We shall just highlight a few here.

Foremost is the matter of loss. Our entire design treatment here

has been for the lossless coupler. But the experimental couplers were

indeed lossy--the high connector losses not withstanding--and it would

be nice to be able to predict the dissipative losses reliably. A number

of theoretical works are extant, but nothing of a simple-to-use, practical

nature has appeared.

Another area is that of coupled line filters. When are they

practical? For instance, we found that a half-octave, 4-coupler band-

pass filter was, but a half-octave band stop and a full-octave band pass

filters required Impractically close coupling. Also, design procedures
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exploiting unequal line widths should be developed. This may extend

the practical range appreciably.

Third, Bryant and Weiss' program should be expanded and coupler

parameters generated for the unequal strip and the interdigitated coupler

cases.

Finally, the empirical part of our design procedure set forth

here should be removed, and set on sounder theoretical footing. The

size and placement of the overlay, and its quantitative effect on the

effective dielectric constant and coupler impedance should be determined

analytically.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE SYMMETRICAL COUPLER SCATTERING MATRIX

The response of a coupled-line coupler terminated in

resistive loads Z and excited at one port, as diagrammed in Fig. A-i (a),
0

may be obtained from the superposition of the responses to even and

odd mode excitations shown in Fig. A-l(b) and (c)

Under even mode excitation, no current crosses the plane

of symmetry, so -hat the following relations hold

V2e = le 12e I le

V3 e = V4e I3e 4e , (A-i)

and the even mode response may be determined from two-port equivalent

circuit in Fig. A-2(d). Similarly,under odd mode excitation, the voltage

on the plane of symmetry is zero, so that we have

V2o =-V I =-Ilo

V3o 4o 3o 4o, (A-2)

and the response is determined by the two-port equivalent circuit in

Fig. A-2 (b).

The input impedance, normalized to Z oOf each of these

circuits is

Z lx 11+_'h tan 0

xx Z 03 +jtan 8 (A-3)
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where x is e or o for the even and odd modes respectively. In terms of

klx' the voltages at the input and output are given by

V lx ix I lx Zo _ 1E. I + hx E 1+ +1x (A-4)

V4x Ix 1 4x Zo
E 1 + lx cos 8+jz sin 9 E (A-5)

() lx x
Superposing, we have at port 1

V v i Vle +Vio_ Ole + __o a
1 E = E 1+' 1 1 1

d'le + I (A-6)

I IZ 0 1 1 1l lie +o i 13 a b

1- E - E - +le + I1 (A-7)

where a and b are the normalized amplitudes of the incident and

emerging waves. Solving for a and bI , we find a = l and

lle + I l + 1 (A-8)

Similarly, superposing the even and odd modes at each port and solving

for the wave amplitudes a- b- we find a2 = a a= 0, and

1 e 311
b2 S12 2 L~ +'ie1  0,10+l 1 (A-9
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b3 -S 1 3  (1+jl e ) (cos 8+Je sin .)

lo

1 (+4i) (cos O+j sin 8) (A-10)

b S 3=
4 14 (1+9le) (cos 8+j e sin e)

+ I
(14 i o) (cos e+j, ° sin e) (A-li)

Since the coupler is reciprocal and symmetrical, there are only four

distinct scattering coefficients. The remainder are given by

S1l = 22 = 33 = 44

S1*2 = $2i = 34 = 43

L i3 =  31 24 42

S14 = 41 = 23 = 32 " (A-12)

If we next substitute Eq. (A-3) into Eqs.(A-8) thru (A-il) and

eliminate e and in favor of 3k, k and k, , defined by

Fe = = coupler impedance,

k = - coupling coefficient (voltage),
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the scattering coefficients may be reduced to the following explicit

forms:

Ssine (0k 2 -1) + k (k 2 +1)

S1  = i 2 k k, cos 6+ j sin (k +) 2

1)2 + k) -1)

+ (kk2_I ) - k (2 +1

201k k cos + j sin 6 [k 2 + 1) -k (Ak 2_1)]I
(A-13)

where m = 1, 2 and the plus sign applies to Sl1, the minus sign to S12'

1S ln 
2_kk2k k, cos 9+ j sinG [(k +11 + k (kk 1)]

1
2hk k1 cos 9+j sin [ % +1 - k 21)]

(A-14)

where n =3,4 and the minus sign applies to S the plus sign to S13' 14'

In the special case when = , the coefficients reduce to:

SI = 0
S11 0

S k sin 9
S1 2  k cos 0+ j sin 0

S13 0

S1 4 =1

k I cos e+ i sin ' (A-15)
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which are the elements of the scattering matrix of an ideal directional

coupler, i. e. perfectly matched and infinite directivity.
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APPENDIX B

EVEN AND ODD MODES ON THE NON-SYMMETRICAL COUPLED-LINE COUPLER

In analogy to the symmetric coupled pair, we could define

the even and odd mcde waves on the non-symmetric pair as the modes

present with equal currents flowing in the same and opposite directions

on the A and B lines. (Refer to Figs. 6 and 7 of the text.) In this case

the voltages of the two lines with respect to the ground plane will not

be equal and we can define even and odd mode impedances with respect

to each line; Z oe a , Z a , Z b boe'0'oe ' oo"

Alternatively, we can define the even and odd modes as those

modes existing with equal and opposite voltages on each line, with

respect to ground. Then the currents on the two lines will not be equal,

and we can define even and odd modp admittances with respect to each
a a o b , Y b .

line: Yoe I Ya '0 0 yoebyob

These admittances are not, in general, equal to the reciprocals

at the corresponding impedances. Furthermore, since there are just two

independent waves on a 3-conductor line, there can be just two independent

characteristic admittances or impedances, regardless of how the independent

modes are chosen, and not four. The relationships among the admittance

and impedances can best be understood by considering a non-symmetrical 1

coupled pair extending to infinity from the terminals at ports 1 and 2 in

lines A and B, respectively, Fig. 6. Then no reflected waves occur

beyond the terminals and we have a simple two-port which may be de-

scribed by an impedance matrix:

i K t ZJ L , (B-i)
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or an admittance matrix:

b(B-2

It is clear from Eqs. (B-i) that Zoa and Zob are the characteristic

impedances of the modes on each line when the input to the other line

is open circuited, so that 12 and I I , in turn, equal zero. Similarly

y and Y are the characteristic admittances of the modes on eachYoa Yob

line when the input to the other line is grounded, so that V2 and VI ,

in turn, equal zero. Zt and Yt are the transfer impedanc i and admittance,

respectively, and describe the coupling between the lines under open

and short circuit conditions. They are not the characteristic impedance

and admittance of any mode of propagation. Thus, the two-mode struc-

ture is described by three immittances, two characteristic wave

immittances and a transfer immittance. Note that for this selection

of modes, which we might call the open or short circuit modes, the

admittances are not the reciprocals of the corresponding impedances.

However the admittance matrix is the reciprocal of the impedance

matrix, so we have

b (B-3)

oa Z Zt
Z

Yoa
Yob 2

Zoa Zob -Z 2  (B-5)
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Now, we can define the even and odd modes in two ways. First

we have the modes withequal and opposite currents;this is a super-

position of the open circuit modes. By defining the even and odd mode

currents by I = I (11+12) and I = - (I -I2), Eq. (B-i) can be

written as

V (Z 7 -Z)

v 2 (Z ob+Z t  (Z ob-Z t) 10

za za
oe 00

ZLb 
Zb

oe 00oo
(B-6)

In Eq. (B-6)

a == 
I = 2

Z o e I 0 o 1 1 12 (B - 7)

is clearly the characteristic impedance of line A in the "equal current"

even mode, i.e. when I = 12- Similar definitions hold for the remain-

ing Z's. Second, we have the modes with equal and opposite voltages;

this is a superposition of the short circuit modes. Letting Ve = ± (V +V2)

an V = (V1 _V2), Eq. (B-2) becomes

an I (° =a (V t (Y•-

1 2 (Y b+Y)t (Y ob-Y [ VI
Lo L vJ

YaYa 1
oe o0

bb (B-8)
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In Eq. (B-7)a IIII
a

e o 1 2 M-9)

is the characteristic admittance of line A in the "equal voltage" even

mode, i.e. when V1 = V . And again, similar definitions hold for tne

other Y's.

It is evident from Eq s. (B-7) and (B-9) that Z a 3 1/Y a
oe oea a

This is to be expected since Z and Y refer to fundamentallyoe oe

differently defined even modes.

In the text, we have chosen to work with the admittance for-.

mulation, or the "equal voltage" even and odd modes. This was done

because it seems the more"natural" definition of even and odd modes.

First it is conceptually easier to visualize the modes defined that way,

and second, any calculation of the line parameters is bound to be

based on line voltages rather than currents.

Finally, the admittance matrix for the lossless four-port coupler

of electrical length eis given by:

Y ctn 6 Y ctn 8 -Y csc e -Y csc e
oa t t oa

Y ctn e Y ctn 9 -Y csc e -Y csc e
t ob ob t

Y- -Y t -sc -Yob csc 0 Yob ctn 0 Ytctn 8

-y csc e -Yt csc a Yt ctn e Y ctn eoa ttoa

(B-10)

r
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The scattering matrix for the matched coupler is the same as that for the

symmetrical coupler, Eq. (A-15); recall, however that the wave amplitudes

must be normalized to the matching resistances Za and Zb, instead of

Z 0 The scattering matrix for the general case is quite complicated, andO

has not yet appeared i, print.
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APPENDIX C

SCATTERING MATRIX OF THE MICROSTRIP COUPLER

The scattering matrix of the coupled-line coupler with unequal

even and odd mode lengths, can be derived by superposing the even and

odd modes at the coupler terminals, exactly as in Appendix A. Simply

add the even and odd mode subscripts to G in Eq. (A-3) and carry this

throughout the derivation. This method is simple and straightforward,

however some additional insight can be gained from the coupling-of-

modes derivation, following the pattern of Krage and Haddad. 16

The transmission line equations of the coupled lines for waves
+j Wt

with time dependence e are:

aE 1
- + jwL I +JWL 1= 0 (C-l)

z1 1 m 2

bE 2 ''"+ J wL 1 + JwL I1, = 0 (C-2)
z2 2 m1

1 +jwCE-j wC E 0 (C-3)
z 1 m 2

I2 + jwC 2 E2 -jwCm E1 =0 (C-4)

where the variables are defined in Fig. C-l, and the two lines need not

be identical. The vaiables are not normalized.
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FIGURE C-1 COUPLED LINE NOTATION FOR COUPLED MODE ANALYSIS
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Define Si = W

Z, = i/Y. --=C / C,, for i - 1, 2, m, and introduce the even

and odd mode voltages and currents:

E =- (El+E) E0 (E-E)
e 2 12 2 12

Ie =- (I1+i2) ' 10 =  (Ii-I2)" (C-5)

The transmission line equations for the even and odd modes then become:

a E 1 1z + j(SZ+BZ+28 Z ) I +2j(8Z-6Z)I = 0S 1 2 m m e 2 11 (BZ-2Z2) o

(C-6)

e 1 1Ee+ J (s8Z +9 Z2-28 Z ) I +j (BIz-Z) I = 0
6z 2 1i1 2 2 mm 0 2 1 12 2 e

(C-7)

_e8 + 1: (B1YI+B2Y2 28 Ym E e + 1 (

ei 1 1+-j(s Y+ -2FY )E + -j(B Y-6Y

2 1122 m 2 11- 2 Y2 ) E 0
d Z(-8)

I +z J ( 1Yl+ 2Y2 +2P.Y ) E+ ( 1 Y-* 2 )E

ee (C-9)
At this point we introduce the symmetr'y of the coupler, letting B1 = 82

and Z Z = /Y . Eqs. (C-6) - (0-9) then reduce to:7o

e _ 9 Z I
B"e oe e (C-10)

0 j.

0000~o I (C-il)
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8I
e _j E

e oe e (C-12)

0 IBSY E 
(-3o0 00 0(-1)

where 3 Z = Z1 +B Ze oeil m

Z = lz -8 z
0 00 11 m

B Y = SY-8 Y
e oe i mm

B Y = Y+8Y

o oo m m (C-14)

are the even and odd mode impedances and admittance in terms of the

basic line parameters, i.e. the inductances and capacitances. Note

that for the symmetric line the even and odd modes, as defined by Eq.

(C-5), are completely decoupled, regardless of the z-dependence,

thus, regardless of the propagation constants or velocities of propagation.

It is also possible to define the even and odd modes for a non-

symmetrical coupled line such that the modes are completely decoupled

if 61 = 82, or L1 Cl = L2 C2. This condition will always hold for a
homogeneous dielectric medium; it need not, and generally will not,

hold for non-symmetric microstrip coupled pairs. When the condition

holds, the decoupled even and odd modes are defined by E =
2 eo

EI±E 2 ,  = 1+ 1t2 /ca, where a =Z 1 /Z 2 : L1C2 /L2C 1 .

These are not the same even and odd modes defined in Appendix 13 on

either the impedance or admittance basis.
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From Eqs. (C-10) - (C-13), it is clear that the propagation con-

stants of the even and odd modes are e and B , respectively. In
e o

microstrip (Be = S0 , each being determined by the dielectric con-

stant or phase velocity of the mode:

w _ w -i

e v c ye-eff
e

and

8 =o-eff.0 V °  cV -I

Eqs. (C-5) and the symmetry require that

Z = I/Y

oe oe

and

z = I/Y
00 00.

Applying these conditions to Eqs. (C-14), with a little algebra we find

that 2 1- (Lm/LI)

Zk =oe 00 1 1-(Cm/C.)2

which relates the coupler impedance to the basic coupler parameters.

It is interesting to note that Z =fi77ji, the impedance of one line

when the other is removed, i.e. Lm , C - 0, is not equal to Zm m '0o

the impedance which matches the ideal coupler.

-17I
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Return now to the decoupled transmission line Eqs. (C-10) -

(C-13). The solutions for the even and odd mode voltage and currents

are

e a ee +be
e e e

e =ae +bee
e e e

-jB 0z jB 0Z

e =ae e + bee

-j8 z j~oZ
e ae -be 0

0 0 0

-jS z JS 0z

0 0 0

(C- 15)

where the e's and i's are the normalized voltages and currents and the

a's and b's are the normalized forward and reverse wave amplitudes:

e = E/X7 i = Irz etc.
e e oe e e oe

Next, un-normalize Eqs. (C-15), add and subtract each pair to

get El , I, E2 , 121 re-normalize to Z - an arbitrary terminating

impedance--and split into forward and reverse waves on each line a 1

(z), b1 , (z), a2 (z), b2 (z). Turning the crank on this prccess yields
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a(z) = a ( e +F5 e + b F ee \Oe Ve e k/~

+ ao + Fo e + b° 8

bi(z) = ae (FT -F e )ee +vbee be +

+a (-2- e 0 + b + =ye 0

(C-16)

where i = 1, 2 and the upper sign applies when i = 1, the lower when

i = 2. Eq. (C-IS) is an explicit expression of Eq. (16) of Ref. 16,

in our notation.

The constants a , b , a , b are determined by the boundarye e o o
conditions. Assume a wave of unit amplitude incident at port one only,

and all ports terminated in Z , the normalizing impedance. Ports 1 and0

2 are at z= 0, 3 and 4 are at z= t and let e = et, e = 8 t . Thee e o o
boundary conditions are:

a1 (0)= 1

a2 (0) = bI (1) = b2 (4) = 0,

which, with four of Eqs. (C-16), evalated at z = 0 and t ,determine the

constants. The remaining four may be solved for the scattering matrix,

yielding:
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j e2 _1) sin e
i m 4 ke cos e + 2J (2+1) sin P

e e

j Q 2-1) sin 9
+- 2+1

4e cos 9 + 2. +1) sin 0jo 0 3-o 0

(C-17)

S in

+ 2
--42 cos 0 + 2j (o+1) sin e

cos 9 + 2j +1) sin 80 (C-18)

where m = 1, 2 and n= 3, 4. The upper signs apply form =1, n= 3.

The remaining coefficients are determined from Eqs. (A-12)

Finally, substituting

Jk Ve -o
k -e o

± e +
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The scattering coefficients become

Ss -1) + k 2+1) sin e

2Jkk, cos e +j [(k2+1) + k (hk2-1)j sin 8e

+ ( k2-1) -k (3k2+1) sin 8 0

2 k k ICos e+ [(Yk2 +1) +k (A 2 _1)] sine S
S2in ;k k 2 k cos 2 +1o + k ,21 sin9+ln J [;kk

e I I , e

2 2 k k1 cos 8° + [( ) + k V21)] sine

(C-18)

Again m = 1, 2, n = 3, 4 and the upper signs apply to m = 1 and n = 3.

Note that Eqs. (C-17) and (C-18) are exactly the same as Eqs. (A-13)

and (A-14) for the ideal coupler except for the subscripting of the angles.

We should also point out that these scattering coefficients are more general

than those given by Eqs. (32) - (35) in Ref. 16, as the latter are for so-

called "matched terminations", which apparently means for the special

case when Z = Zl = Z 2 Our Eqs. (C-17) and (0-18) are valid for an

arbitrary Z termination.
0
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APPENDIX D

CASCADE - A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE RESPONSE

OF CASCADED FOUR-PORT DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS

A. Genera!

CASCADE computes the reflection and transmission response of

cascaded four-port directional couplers. Up to 15 couplers may be cas-

caded. The couplers are parallel-coupled-line couplers of a very

general type; that is the matching impedances of each line need not be

equal (i. e. unequal line widths in microstrip or stripline), and the phase

velocities of the even and odd mode waves may differ. The inter-

connection of ports in the cascade is quite arbitrary as long as the inter-

connection is a true cascade, i.e. each coupler is connected only to

its immediate neighbors. Lengths of transmission line may be inserted

between couplers. The free ports may be terminated by resistors or

open-circuited or short-circuited stubs.

As a design aid, CASCADE is useful in studying the responses of

several broad classes of coupled-line coupler networks, such as the
12

stepped quarter wave couplers described by Cristal and Young , and
20 13 .

by Levy 0 , and all of the filter types described by Jones andBolljahn

Continuously tapered couplers can be approximated by cascading

numerous short,, untapered couplers. By making use of the various

program features, such as unequal line impedances, unequal mode

velocities, interconnecting lines, and different terminations, the per-

formance of practical couplers can be modeled, so that the program is

also very useful in analyzing and understanding the measured performance

of actual coupler networks.
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The program is written in Fortran IV fo; use in the time-sharing

mode on a teletype terminal. It runs on a Digital Equipment Corporation

PDP-10; minor alterations may be required to run it on other machines.

B. Coupler and Network Specifications

The sketch below represents a coupled-line directional coupler,

terminated at each of its four ports in a matched load. If port 1 is con-

sidered the input port, ports 2, 3 and 4 are the coupled, isolated, and

direct ports respectively.

Z B 1 Lie B

P ~Line A

ZA -- .

In CASCADE each coupler is specified by seven parameters as foilows:

ZA = impedance in ohms which matches poits 1 and 4, the ends of line A.

17
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ZB = impedance which matches ports 2 and 3, the ends of line B.

k , power coupling ratio, in dB, between ports 1 and 2 or 3 and 4.

6 - electrical length, in degrees, of the coupler for the even mode wave.

v /v = ratio of odd to even mode wave velocities.
o e

= loss, in dB per wavelength, of the even mode wave.

a loss, in dB per wavelength of the odd mode wave.
0

If ZA 3 ZB , ports 1 and 4 must be on line A, 2 and 3 on line B. If

ZA = ZB any port may be labelled #1. In either case ports 2, 3 and 4 must

be the coupled, isolated, and direct ports, respectively, with respect

to the selected paort -1.

The couplers may be joined and terminated in a variety of ways.

Several examples will be illustrate the basic configurations which can

be treated.

Coupler # 3 2

2 3>2 3o2 3.. . . z2

-1 4 1 4 1 4

zl
I-7put
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The preceding sketch shows a simple 3-section cascaded coupler

with all free ports resistively terminated. Note that the couplers are se-

quentially rtumbered from output to input. There must always be one free

input port and at least one resistive termination. The insertion loss,

or more precisely, the transducer loss (ratio of power dissipated in load

to power incident at input) is calculated for each resistive termination.

The sketch below illustrates a typical bandpass filter interconnec-

tion, with simple open circuits on the free ports.

Coupler# 4 3 2 1

Ynput 2 3 0

2 3
2 

3

2 3
1 4

OT_ 4

Some filter designs of this type require unequal line widths, ZA 7 ZB.
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The yandstop filter structure below illustrates the use of an

interconnecting line of impedance 2I and length e1 and, in section 2,

an open stub of admittance Y and length 8 = 90 ° , to simulate a
shorted port.

Coupler # 2 1
Input 2 3 _II_ 2 3

__A. o----- Z11 4 4

Ys =900 - -

Finally, this all-pass structure:

Input Coupler #

2 3

2 3 1 4 Zk' Ek 2
zk, ek 1

'p1 4 Zz zi
k k1

shows the case where two ports of a single coupler are connected

together by a line of impedance Zk of length k
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The netuvork sketched below shows the two interconnections which

cannot be handled by CASCADE: namely coupler #3 can only be connected

,2 32 3 1 2 3_

,,141 4 0! 4 '-

Input

Coupler #3 2-

to coupler #2 or #1, but not both, and port #1 of coupler #2 can have

only one connection- in this case to port #4, coupler #3. Note, also

that we cannot disconnect port #4, coupler #3 from port #1, coupler #2

and leave the other connections in place, as this is no longer a cascade,

but rather a tree network.

C. Data Input and Output

The use of CASCADE, and the entry of the data at thc time-sharing

terminal is best explained by going through a typical run. The next

two pages show the typescript for a 3-section 20 dB coupler design.

The underlined entries are made by the user. Carriage returns are

indicated by the arrows.

The program begins by typing the date and asking for a title.

It proceeds by asking for four frequencies, FO, FL, FU, FDEL, the

center frequency, lower and upper limits and increment all in the same

units, e.g. GHz. It will next request NS, ZO, the number of couplers

in the cascade and the generator impedance in ohms. (If an input

error is made up to this point, it is best to abort and start over.)
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7-

9-APR-73 TITLE$ 3 SECTION 20 DS COUPLER .2 08 RIPPLE UNEQUAL VEL

Ft3.FL, FIji FDEL=
6 1 It .-25

NS,.ZO=

SEC SPZIN*-A.ZIN-9.KPCDB).THETA, VODDsALPHA-E.ALPHA-0=
1 50 50 -3.8 90 1.O1;

0I /YOE 1/YOO 1/YOE I/Yoe Z-A Z-B KCDS) LOSS-EOCN/WL)
1 51.0 49.0 52.0 49.0 50.0 50.0 33.80 I.OE-06 l.OE-06

?CRT 0 1 TYPEoZPTH=P 3,
PORT 9 2 TYPEoZT=F4 J
PORT 1 3 TYPEDZD*TH=Z 50-,
PORT 1 4 TYPEPZoTH=Z 50-

SEC VPZJN-APZIN-BvKPCDB~v JNETAp YOM,ALPHA- EmALPHA-O=
2 50 50 17.2 90 ;*It

I I/YOE I/YOO I/YOE 1/YOO Z-A Z-B KCDB) LOSS-EPOCN/VWL)
.2 57.5 43&5 57.5 43.5 50.0 50.0 17Z20 1.08-06 1.0E-06

PORT 0 1. TYPE.PZPTH=F3)
PORT # 2 TYPEPZPTH=F_4-

R 3 TYPZ.,Ti=T1 I
PORT # 4 CYPE.,ZTH=T 2-

SEC I,PZIN-AZIN-BKP(DBTH.TAVODDALPHA-EALPHA-e=
3 S0 SO 33.8 90 1.01

0 I/YOE 1/'(OO I/YOE I/YOO Z-A 2-B K(DB) LOSS-E*8(N/WL)
3 51.0 49.0 51.0 49.0 50.0 50.0 33.80 1.08-06 140E-06

PORT & I TYPEPZ,*TH=F 3
P3RT 0 2 TYPEPZPTH=Z SON
PORT 0 3 TYPP.,ZTHT_1
PORT 0~ 4 TYPE.4ZjTH=T 2

R2FL OUTPUT 0 1 2 3
FREO VSWJR ANG LOSS MJG LOSS ANG LOSS ANG
0HM DEG 08 DEG 08 DEG DB DEG

1.000 1.00 24.2 36.11 -134.5 0.01 -44.2 27.24 4507
1*250 1.00 7,9' 34.29 -145.6 0.01 -55.3 25.51 34,7
1.5'30 1.01 -8.2 32.62 -15667 0.02 -66.3 24.17 23.6
I.7cl0 1.01 -24.2 31.29 -167.7 0.02 -77.4 23.12 124~
2.000 1.01 -40.0 30.25 -178.8 0.03 -88.4 22.29 1.6
2.250 1.01 -55.6 29'.14 1702 0.04 -99.4 21463 -9.5
2?.500 1.01 -70.9 P1.24 1594. 0.04 -110.4 21.12 -20.5
2.7S0 1.01 -86.1 27.42 1AS.2 0.04 -121.4 20.72 -31.5
:d.~ 2.) 101 -I11O 26.67 137.2 0.05 -132.5 20.43 - 42'-5-183I



3.750 101 -1-4.4 24.75 104.3 O.Ci6 -165-5 20-C2 -/b.

4.000 1-01 -156.3 24.20 93.3 G.06 -176.5 20.00 -86.6

4.250 1.01 -171.9 23.67 82.3 0.06 172.S 20.01 -97Y6

4,SO0 !.01 174.7 23.17 71.3 0*06 161-5 20.05 -108.6

4.750 1-01 16!o6 22-71 60.3 0.07 X50-5 20.10 -119,6

5.000 1.02 [iS-7 22.26 49*3 0*07 139.4 20-16 -130.6

5.250 1.02 1'6-0 21.84 38.3 0.07 125.4 20.22 -141.6

5-500 1.02 123.4 21.43 27.3 0.07 117.4 20*26 -152.7

5&750 1.02 111.0 21.05 16.3 0.05 106.4 20.28 -163.7

6.000 1.02 98.7 20.68 5.3 0.03 95*3 20.28 -174.7

6,250 102 56.4 20.33 -5.7 0.05 84.3 20-25 174.3

6.500 1.02 74.0 19-99 -16.7 0.09 73*3 20.20 163.3

6.750 1-02 61.6 19.66 -2747 0.09 62.3 20.13 152.3

7.000 1.02 49.0 19.35 -38*7 0.10 51.2 20o0A 141.3

7*250 1.02 36.2 19.05 -49.8 0.20 40.2 19.94 130-3

7e500 1.02 23.2 18.76 -60.7 0,10 29.2 19-84 119.3

7.750 1.03 10.0 18.48 -71.7 0.11 18.2 I,74 I08.3.

86000 1.03 -3.5 18.20 -82-7 0.11 7.2 19.66 97.3

8.250 1.03 -17.2 17.94 -93.7 0.12 -3.9 19.61 86-4

5.500 1.03 -31.2 17.68 -104.7 0-1* 61A-9 19.60 75.4

8.750 1.03 -45.4 17.43 -115.6 0.13, -25.9 19.64 61.5

9.000 1.03 -59.8 17.18 -126.6 0.13 -36.9 19.73 53.6

9.250 1.03 -74.S 16.94 -137.6 0.34 -47.9 19o39 42.7

9.500 1,03 -89.4 16,70 -148-6 0-14 -58.9 20.13 S3-9

9.750 1-04 "104.5 16.46 -159.5 0.14 -69.9 20.47 21.0

10.000 1.04 -119.9 16.23 -170.5 0.14 -80.9 20.91 IC-2

10.250 1.04 -135.4 16.01 175 0.14 -91.9 21,47 -0.5

10.500 1.04 -151.1 15.78 167.4 0.14 -103.0 22.18 -11.2

10.750 1.04 -167-0 15.57 156.4 0.15 -114.0 23.07 -21.6

11.000 1.04 176.9 15.35 145.3 0.15 -125.0 24.18 -32.2

CHANGE ALLY
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-i ---. v-

The program will now step through each coupler, from output to

input asking for each coupler's specifications and interconnections. It

first requests the 7 coupler parameters, ZA, ZB in ohms, k in dB, ep e
in degrees at FO, V IV as a ratio, and c and a in dB per wavelength.

o e e 0
The even and odd mode impedances for lines A and B are computed and

typed out; ZA, ZB, k are repeated to help Insure that they were correctly
p

received, and ae and a are converted to nepers per wavelengthi and
e 0

typed. If zero losses are entered, they are set to a minimum, negligible,

value of 10-6 nepers per wavelength.

If the two lines are of unequal width, such that Z 5 ZB, the evenA B'
and odd mode impedances of each line do not equal the reciprocals of

the even and odd mode admittances, CASCADE computes the admittances

and prints the reciprocalshence the lYOE,. 1/YOO labeling of the columns.

Next the interconnection specifications are requested for each port.

This is the tricky part, and can be confusing at first. Up to 3 entries are

required for each port, a type code letter and one or two numbers whose

meaning depends on the code. The allowable type codes and the mean-

ings of the numbers are given inTableD-I.If port assignments are made

that cannot be interpreted, a diagnostic will be typed and the program

will ask for a new assignment.
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At the end of the data entry for each coupler, the computar will

ask "OK? ". Typing an N (for NO) at this point will return to the

beginning of the entries for that particular coupler. Any other response

allows the program to proceed.

Although the tabular data of the network response is straightforward

and relatively self-explanatory, several comments are in order. First,

the reflection angle is meaningless if the VSWR equals unity. Second,

although the transducer loss is computed and printed for each resistive

load, they do not necessarily appear in the order they were entered.

The order of the outputs does proceed from section 1 through section

NS, but the ordering of the loads on any coupler depends on the assign-

ment of the ports. Which loss goes with which load can readily be

determined by inspection. Third, insertion loss values over approximately

100 dB are unreliable due to round-off error and machine precision

limits. Fourth, since the admittance matrix of a coupler with equal

mode velocities is singular at 2 fo, i.e. when it is 1800 long, the cal-

culated responses at and very close to this frequency are also not

reliable.

After the resonse data table is completed, the computer will ask

"Change All?" A positive response (anything except "N") starts the

program from the top. An "N" response elicits "Change Cplrs?" After

a positive response the program will ask for everything following the

generator impedance. An "N" elicits "Change Ports? " A positive

response to this allows the user to change the port assignments, loads,

etc. of all the couplers, leaving the rest of the data intact. An "N"

brings up "Stop or Go", to which any replybut an"S" (for Stop) will

return to the beginning of the program. An "S" terminates the program

operation.
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D. Program Listing and Summary of Logic

The complete Fortran listing of CASCADE appears on the follow-

ing pages. Very briefly, the program works as follows:

The input coupler specification data for each coupler is transformed

to even and odd mode parameters and stored. Subroutine ASSIGN takes

the port a-.signment for each coupler and classifies the coupler according

to its interconnections, constructs a aatrix to reassign the ports to

standard positions, and sets up matrices describing the terminations and

interconnections.

Atter all the couplers have been read in and the assignments made,

the frequency scan starts. At each frequency the admittance matrix of the

first coupler is calculated in a standard form in ADMIT. Then the rows

and columns are interchanged L,- Xr.1ing to the assignments made by

ASSIGN. The resulting admittan,-, matrix is then transformed to a four-

port ABCD matrix in INTCHG. This ABCD matrix is then manipulated in

various ways, depending on the interconnections. When possible it is

reduced to a two-port ABCD matrix, which is stored; when not, the four-

port matrix is stored.

Next the second coupler is taken through the same route. When its

two or four-port ABCD is found, it is cascaded with that for the first

coupler and reduced to a two-port if possible. This process repeats until

all couplers have been cascaded.

Reduction to a two-port occurs whenever there is one input port and

one output port. If there are loads, a separate 2-port matrix is determined

between the input and each load In turn. Thus, at the end, there will be

a two-port ABCD matrix stored for each resistive termination. These

ABCD matrices are then used to compute the reflection and transmission

response at that frequency; the frequency is incremented and the process

repeated.
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C CASCADE - PA3GRAM rJs CUMPb'UE [HE TH4SISSI)
C AND REFL?~crioN PROPERTIES OF CASCADED
C FOUR-PORT DIRECTIO.NAL COUP1LERS
C

INTEGER STAR#TAG. CHGPT
REAL KP. .V2.'CVI ,LOSLOSDBC3),MINUS(2,2).JUGLC', 4)
DIMENSIOl THErc!s,,VaDDCIS),YOEACIS),PYOOAk(15).Y0EBC15).
tYOORCI 5) *CODECA) *REST STC4)&REACTC4)# SGJC2j,2) &FLIPC4& 4),RBW( 16),*
2K(LASC15),vRWC4,.4)j,PSI C30)s DTEC2).ALPEC I5)#ALP3C I 5).NR)W(1IS)

COMIPLEX ZLC4,t15).RLCP.P)PYC4,4).YtIC2i2).Y12C2,2:),Y2jC2j,2).Yg.2(2.2
1),PAC4.4),AII(2,p2)sA12C2,2)A21C2,2)A2-2C2,2).vBC4A4)81C22),B2CP.

3C4,A),AIC~p4,30).RC30)jR4jYLvGIG2,GAi.pTRAN.,Z2PTC2.,2).,ON'E(2s2),
AUL(2,2.-2).ULI C2,2)j,UL2C2,2),X3C2,a-),X1 1(2.2).X12C2s2).,X21(202).X22
S(902)

COMMO N /COUP /YOEA P YOOA# YOEBP YOOB., THETAA VO DD., ALPE# ALPO/PORT/CODE, RE
I SIST,9REACr# ZL/UNI T/G3NEvMIN4US. SGN4.JUGLP FLIP

DATA CS/ 'S*/,CN/N'/CNEP/54575052/ALPMI1N/l .E-6/FACTOR/.9994/
EQUIVALENCE CRWCI,),ROWCI)'(ULCl.i.1).ULI Cls1)).PCUL(1t,2).,

IUL2C0#1))
I CALL DATE CDTE)

WRITE (5.p981) OTE
WRITE C5#920)
READ CS.990#ERRIl)

2 WRITE C5.922)
READ (5p992sERR=2) FO*FL#PU*FDEL

3 WRITE (5.#924)
READ (5.992.,ERR=3) CNS#Z0
NS=CNS
NF=CFU-FL)/FDEL+l

5 L!N=0
DO 1000 1S=IPNS
IF (CHGOT.EQ.0) GO TO 6
WRITE (5,927) IS
GO TO 7

6 WRITE (5,926) IS
RE~AD C5.992,ERR=6) ZA.ZBKPi TrETACIS),VGDD(IS),ALPECIS),ALPO(IS)
KV2=10.**(-KP/10.)

YA=I ./(ZA*KVI )
YB= ./CZB*K VI)
YD=SQRTCYAcY8SKV2)
YOEA( IS)=(YA-YO)
YOOA( lS)= (YA+YD)
YOEBCIS)=(YB-YD)
YOOBc IS) cyB+YCG)
ZOEAI ./Y0EACIS)
ZOOL=1 ./YOOA(IS)
LO1EB= I ./Y1OEBC (IS)
Z0093=1 */Y009 (IS)
ALPEC IS)=ALPE( IS)/CNEP+ALPMIN
ALPOCIS)=ALPOC1S)/CNEP+ALPMIN
WRITE (5,910)
WRITE (5,*994) IS.ZOEA.Z0OA.ZOEB.Z0OBv.A.ZBu'(P.ALPECIS).ALP0C1S)

7 WRITE (Si,99R)
DO 1100 IP=21.4
WRITS (5*928) IP
READ (5S.993.ERR=7)' CODE(IP)o RESIST( IP)spREACT(CIP)
IF CCODECIP).EO.0)GO TO 7

1100 CONTINUE
C ASSIGN PORTS TO STANDARD POSITIONS & CLASSIFY Ct{T

LOWIN=LIN
CALL ASSIGN(IS#NRW.,LINvLTOIKLAS)
IF CSLASCIS).N.10) Go re 8
WRITE (5.940)
GO TO 7
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83 IF MLr0Ncz.LOWil) bLASCIS) -IL4SCIN)
WR!T&E C5093*3)
READ (5,9980) ST1P
IF CSTP.EO.CJ) GO TO 6
NROW(IS)=NRW

1000 CONTINUE
CHGPT=O
WRITE (5*9152
DO 2000 liFaioNF
NERR=O
STARO
FxFL+CI F-I )SFDEL
GO TO 12

10 FzF*FACTOR
STAR=STAR* I
IF (STAR.GT.101 GO TO 2000

In FFO-,FF
IIA=o
N2= 0
W4=0
DO 2100 XS=I#NS
DO 2110 1=1.2
DO 2110 J1=102

2110 RLCI*-I)=(,.O)
CALL ADM17T'S*FF0.Y)
NRW=NP.OWCJ S)
I=32768
DO 2115 K=16.,,*-l
J=NRW/I
ROWCI)LOATCJ)
NRW=NRW-J* I

2115 1=1/2
CALL MATMCR(Y. RWi AA. a)
DO 2120 1=1*4
DO 21270 Jz1.4

DO 2120 K~t.4
YCIPJ)=Y(IPJ)+RWCK: I)AAA(3qpJl

2120 CONTINUE
I X=0
I Y :0
CALL SUBMATCYaYI 1.Y'2vY2l*Y22)
CALL INTCHGCYII.Y12,Y21,Y22.A11,A12.A21,A22.1,NERR)
IF (NERR.EQ-l) GO TO 13
GO TO 14

13 CALL MATMCRCYJUGLX#4)
CALL MATMRCCJIJGLP.Y, 4)
CALL SU9BMAT%'YpY1 .Yl2,.Y21i-Y22)
CALL INTCHG(Yg1,Y12.-Y2iaY22,A11.A12,A2l.A22,1,NERR)
IF (NERR.EQd') GO TO 10
I X!:

14 CALL SPRMAT(All.A12PA2lA22vA)
CALL MATMCP(APJUGLPXP4)
CALL. MATMRC (JUGL. X, AA)

15 lLASS=IAS(Kl.ASUlS))
DO 2130 1=1.4
!F (I*EG.3) GO TG 2130
RHREAL(Z..C IIS) I
TH=A,.AGCZ&(I,1S) )*FF0
IF (I.E0.2.AND-<LtSS.LT'*A) GO TO 17
IF (I.EQ-0i GO TO 16
ULCI. Iii)=CMPLXCC4SCTHh.)
ILCI.2.I )=CMPLXC,RH*SlINCTH))
tL(2.11)=CMPLX(0.tSINCTH)/CRHeI .E-9))
ULC2p2,I)IJI.Cl, 1.1)
GO TO 2130 f
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16 Ir CKLASS.EQ.6) GO TO 22
IF CKLASS.EQ.5) Ga TO 60

j 7 JI/2
IF CTH.E0.0.) GO TO 19
IF CRH.G7E.0. TH=SINC7H)/CCOSCTH)41.E-9)
IF CRH.LT.O.) T14=C0SCTI4)/CSIWcTH).1 E-9)
RL(JYJ)=CMPLXCO.J1*TH)
GO TO 2130

18 RLCJPJ)=CPLXCXAPO.)
21.30 CONTINUE

GO TO C30.30*40,50) KLASS
22 CALL *ATOCR(UL2,SG.XtiA2)

IF CIXEQO GO TO 23
CALL. R'-Uiw(A.X!j Z2 PTvIYPNERR)
CALL MATM4CRCZP r.S&GN.U.2)
GO TO 24

23 CALL MATM RC C SGN -X I.sUL2 P2)
CALL SUBMATCAoAll#A12*A21PA22)
CALL rIATADOCULP.-1 ..A22P41#2'
CALL MATINVCXlX2pNERR)
CALL lArMCC(X2,A21.Xl,2
CALL MA TM CC CA 12.P XI P X2 P2
CALL MATAODCAII,1 ..X2*U1 2)

24 CALL MATMCCCULtUXj,23
IF (IS.GT.I) GO TO 26
R(l )=ZL(3o 1)
CALL ADSBCX((X1I.1.~l2)
NL=I
N2=1
GO TO 2100

26 00 2140 IL=t.N.
CALL DPS8CX'UI.X2.IL.2)
CALL MATMCCCXtX2,U,2)
CALL ADSBCXC(U,UIPIL&2)

2140 CMiIN'JE
GO) TO 2100

30 CALL SLBMAT(APAIIAl2*A21PA22)
IF CIS.G.-1) GO TO 31

CALL ADS83CX(ONEpUls1,2)
RC I )=ZL (3 1)

31 NN=NL+2
Do 2150 IL=IPNJ

,.? C1lt-NN41) 36P34#32
31', FCREAL(RL(I.1)).EQ*0.) GO TO 2150

i F CIX.EQ.1) CALL liNTC4Gd311DBI2.921,P822,-A12,XI.A22,X2,0,NERR)
CALL SPRM'ATA12oXlA22oX2,B,
RCIL)=RL( tel)

NL=IL
GO TO 39

34 IF CREALCRL(2.o2)).EQ.0.) #:0 TO 2151
IF (1x.Eo.i) GO TO 341
CALL INTCiJGA2X1A22X2811,61l2.821.822,ONERR)
IF CN.E.R.EO.0) G3 To 35
CALL INTCHGC)XI,A1l'DX2,A22,)%11,X12,X21,*X22.0,NECR)
IF (14ERR.EQ.1) GO TOI 10
CALL IJVTCHG(X12,PX115X?2X21,812.81Bi&22,821,0.NERR)
I F (NERR.-EO -I) 60 TO 10r GO 7C 35

341 CALL INTCHGCA12,AltDX?,Xl,612.~li.822,0,I*NERR)
IF (NF.RR.E-3.0) GO TO 35
CALL 1.NTCHGCA11A',AIX2,X11.llX22.X21.0,NERR)
IF CNE4RP.EO.1) G' TO 10)
CALL T fXRXtX 2 AlttB2IB20JE)



ir tNERR.E'2.1) GO TO 10
35 RCIL)=RLC2s2)

RLCP2 2RC IL-1)

GO TO 38
36 CALL DPSBCXCUJIJJLm2)

IFCIX-m~oO GO TO 37
CALL MATINVC Li.XI NERR)
IF CNER.-EP.I) GO TO 10
CALL NATMCRCXIPSGNPX2.2)
CALL MAThRCCSGNvX2*U#2)
CALL MAThCCCUPA21,*XI,2)
CALL MATKCCCUPA22PX2*2)
CALL SPRMATCATIA12#XIX2vB)
GO TO 39

37 CALL 14ATMCCCAItU.X1.2)
CALL ?IATMCC CA21 * UDX2s 2)
CALL INTCHGCXIA12e&X2eA22,B11.B12.821,822.0.NERR)
IF CNERR.EO.O) GO TO 35
CALL SPRMATCXI .A12PX2aA22.AA)
CAL.L MATMCRCAAJUGLX, 4)
CALL MAThRCCJUGLXPAA, 4)
CALL SU8IlAT!AAvX1 1PX12.X21.X22)
CALL INTCHGCXIRX12,X21,X22,BII,812,521,822,0.NERR)
IF CNERR.EO.1 ) GO TO 10

35 CALL .PRMATC811,3l2.P21,B22PB)
39 CALL MATMCRWIJUGLX, .1)

CALL MAT.RCCJGLXD.4)
CALL REDUCEC8-RL. Z2PT. IYPNERR)
IF CNEiR.EQ~oil Gib TO 10
CALL ZLJCONCZ2FT.Lfl
CALL MArfMCC CULl ,UsX3*23
CALL AD-S2CXC3,UI, ILP2*

2150 CONTINUE
2151 NZ=.\L

GO TO 2100
40O IF (EX&EG*0) GO TO 41

CALL INTCHGCAIIA12,A1.A22,B11.812,821k,822,ONERR)
XF CNERR.--.j-) GO TO 90
CALL SPRMATC3I 1pBl2*B21*B22*A)

.41 IF CKLASCIS).GT*0) 60 TO 42
CALL MATMCRCAPFLIPX*4)
CALL MATEQCXoA*4)

42 IF(TAG.EQ.0) RLC2sp2)R4
IF (TAGoEG.1) RLC2.2)=RCNL)
NN= 14+1,TAG
DO 2160 IL=1,NN
IF (iL.LE.N4) GO TO 44
IF (TAG.EQ.0) GO TO 43
CALL MATMCRCAAPFLIPPX* 4)
CALL MATEOCX*AAD 4)
RLC(22)=RCNL-1)
TAG=0
GO TO 46

43 IF CREAL(RLCI*l))*EGO) GO TO 2160
CALL MATEQCAAPB*4)
RCNL+ )=RLCI .1)
RL(I )=RCNL)
NL=NL+ I
GO TO 45

44 CALL DPSBCXCAli-XP1LP4)
CALL MATMCC(APXPAA*4)

46 CALL SUBMtAT(AApAlAt2*A21PAS2;
CALL INTCHGCA11PA12PA21PA22AGI: 3 XP22*OPNERR)
IF (NERR.F0.I) G0 TO to)
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CALL SPRM~AT(BlsB2B2,pB22pB)
48 CALL mATICRCB,.JUGL.X,43

CALL MAT.IRCCJUL. X*Sip43
CALL RECLJCECB*RLD Z2PT. IY.NJERR)
IF CNERRE.l) GO TO 10
CALL ZUCONVCZ2PTe U)
CALL MATICCCILIU*XI.2)
CALL ADSBCX(Xt.UI,1Lj-2)

2160 CONTINUE
N4=0
N2zN.
GO TO 2100

5t0 IF (IS-GT.Ilr GO TO 51
qLs I
RCI)=ZLC3D 1)
CALL ADSBCXCONEUla1.2)

st IF cIx.Eg*0) GO TO 52
CALL INTCHGCAIPA12.A21.A22,B11B12.821,B22.OINERR)
IF CHERR.EQ.1) GO TO 90
Ga TO 53

52 CALL SUBMATCA.BiI,812*821PB22)
53 CALL MATP4CCCULI,811.AII,2)

CALL MATMCCULpB12*A12p2)
CALL MATMCCCLJL2pB21,A21,2)
CALL MAT.MCC C L2pS82.A22. 2)
03 2170 ILtI.N4L
CALL DPSBCXCUI~li, ILP2)
CALL MATMCC(AltU:.X1.2)
CALL MATMCCCA2I ,U.X2,2)
CALL SPRM1AT(Xl .A12,X2pA22*A)

2170 CALL ADSBCX(APAIlL,.A
N4=NL
N2=0
TAG=O
IF CREALCRLC2,2))*EQ.0.) GO TO 54
TAG I
NL=NL+1
RCNL)=RLC2*2)
GO TO 2100

54 R4=RLC2,2)
GO TO 2100

£0 IF CIX.EQ.0) GO TO 61
CALL SUBMAT(A,AIIPA12,A21.A22)
CALL INTCHGCAI1,Al2.A21,A22.Bll.812,B21,822.0.NERR)
IF (NERR.EQ.1) GO TO 90
CALL SPRMAT(B1 1.812,821,822PA)

61 IF CKLASCIS).GT.0) GO TO 62
CALL MATMCRCA. FLIP.X, 4)
CALL SLBMATCX,81I,812*821'822)
GO TO 63

62 CALL SUBMATCAPB11,B12,821.822)
63 CALL MATMCCCU.8llpA1I.2)

CALL MATMCCCUL1,812,A12,2)
CALL MATMCCCUL2,821 .A21 .2)
CALL MATMCC(UL2,B22PA22,2)
CALL SPRMATCA11PA12.A21PA22PA)
DO 2180 l11.N4
CALL DPSBCXCAI.X, 1,4)
CALL MATMCCCADXAAD 4)

2180 CALL ADSBCX(CAAP AlI p 4)
2100 CONTINUE

DO 2P00 IL=1,NL
YL=ZO/RC IL)
GI=UICI,l.,IL)+UICI,2,IL)*YL/ZO
G2=UIC2.1 .IL)*Z0+UI (2,2~'IL)*YL
IF CIL.EQ.1) GAM=(GI-GS)/CGl*G2)

C COMPUTE TRANSDUCER LOSS=PWR TO LOAD/INCIDENT PWR
GI12-REAL C CG + GP) * CNJG(GI + G2) )
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LO~SRCL)3-10 .#ALOGI OCLOS)

?-!,; ?5ICIL)=ATA.i2(AIM4GCTKAN).REALCTRRN))/1.7AS3293E-2
GplICABS CGA.1)
IFCGM.GT.0.999999) G.lO999999

P,,=ATA2AIMAGCG4i3.REALCGAM3)/1 .7453293E-2

8C0 %vAX=a4INo2
r*ImflMAX

IF CN.'IIN.Eg).1) WRITEC5,z995) F,-VSWRPPHI*(L0SD8C3SCI).PI)Ia.N-i)
IF' CN4IIN.1NE-l) WRITE (50996) CLOSDBtI),PSICI)vI=NMIieNM)
NHIK=N.4AX' I
IF CNL.GT.NMAX) GO TO 80
IF CSTAP..NE,0) WRITE (5#936) i'.STA.R
IF CSTAR.LE.O) GO TO 2000
F=F/FACTGR*e CSTAR*2)
STAR=-STAR
GO TO 12

90 WRITE C5*942) IS
2000 CONTINUE

WRITE (5.999)
WRITE (5#92.2)
READ (5#980) CHG
IF CCHG.NE.CN) GO TO I
WRITE (5,933)
READ 05P980) CHG
IF CCHG.NE.CN) GO TO 5
WRITE (5,934)
READ (5,990) CHG
IF CCHG.E3.CN) GO TO !00
CHGPTIl
GO TO 5

100 WRITE (5*930)
READ (5,980) CHG
IF (CHS.NE.CS) GO TO I
CA.LL EXIT

905 FORMAT C' CENTER FREQUENCY =lsF6*2v GHZ'./' GEM IMPEDANCE =IPF
16.2o' O)4S'/* NUMIBER SECTIONS =*o15./)

910 FORMAT C' P I/YOE I/YOO I/YOE I/YO3 Z-A Z-B 1(CDB) L S
IS-E,OCN/WL) *)

911 FORMAT (T1OP ' PORT INTERCONNECTIONS + TERMINATIONS I,/p 7Xo '1I A1XP
1 *'o 1 4XP '3 'mI 4XPWo/)

915 FORMIAT C T20.'REFL OUTPUT #I *1%IO0Xv 2 ' p I X,'3', ., FREG
ISWR ANG LOSS ANG LOSS ANG LOSS ANGa/. GH
2Z DEG DB DEG DB DEG D3 DEG',/

920 FORMAT C'+TITLEI ',S$)
922 FORMAT C* FOPFL*FUPFDEL=',/)
924 FORMAT (O NS*Z02',*/)
926 FORMAT C * SEC #,.ZIN-AZIN-BK?(DB).THETAVODDALPHA-EALPHA-O='./

2. I5v3X. S)
927 FORMAT C' SEC 01.I4)
928 FORMAT ('ePORT #iI2, TY?Eo..TH=.,s)
930 FORMAT C' STOP OR GO?'P$)
932 FORMAT C' CHANGE ALL?**S)
933 FORMAT Cl CHANGE CPLRSV.S)
934 FORMAT (' CHANGE PORTS?%-S)
936 FORMAT C' * FREG CHGD TO 'PFIO.6o' TO AVOID DIV BY ZERO'&3X*14

IA., * * *')
938 FORMAT C ' OK? S)
940 FORMAT C' PORTS INCORRECTLY ASSIGNED'*/)
942 FORMIAT C' * * * WILL NOT COMPUTE - -TRY ALTERNATE PORT

I ARRANGEMENT IN SEC #',P4,p/)
980 FORMAT (At)
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FOg ~LRMAT C1Xa2A5*2XPS)
990 F3RmAT C IH+.S5H
.j9i F44:-AT C66)
9 92 FZRMAT CBF)
993 Ft3RMAT (Al. 2F)
994 FCRM1AT C13.2F7.l.F8.1,2F7.1.F6.1,1XsF6.2,1P2E8.1./)
995 FORMAT CF8.3.1X.F7.2.F7.1.3CF8.2apF7.1)
996 FORMiAT C23X,3CF8.2mF7.I))
997 FORMAT C1H+-)
998 FORM1AT CIHO)
999 FORMAT (1141)

END
BLOCK DATA
Cq.4M1ON /PORT/CCODE, RESIST# REACT. ZL/U.II T/ONE* IIINUSo SGN9 JUG.. FLIP
DiME.NSION CODEC 4), RESISTC 4) .REACTCA)
REAL MINUSC22),SGNC2,2),JUGLCAj4A)PFLIPC4,-A)
DATA MI4JUS/-1 .,-2*0.-1 ./SGN/I .,2*O-.,-1./JUGL/1 .,5

1 *0. I -#210-jI 1.5 SO*I e./.FLIP/2*0. Ie oj 4*0-.2*1 .. 4*G.- *&2*0./
COMPLEX ZLC4 : 5)peNEC2.,2)
DATA ZL/ 60sC0.,0.)/.PONE/C;.,O.).2*C0..0.).CI.,o.)/
END
SUBRO3UTINE ASSIGNCISPNRWjLIN,LTOoKLAS)
')V4-_SIONV CODE4)s RESISTCA)PREACTC4)PKLASCI5S)
COMPLEX ZL t4p 15)
COMMON' /PFJRr/CODEp RESIST* REAMT. ZL
DATf. CF/-F/.CT/'T'/CK/'IC '/.CZ/'Z'/.Cy/'Y/CS/S/CO/O'/C./GL

RO' fpJ)=2**CI-I*4*C 1-I))
JI=C
JO=O
JXzO
JK=0
JL=O
JT= 0
NRW=0
KLASCI)=2
DO 1000 1=1#4

WOOO ZLCIPIS)=C.*0.)
CA!5IC-, !NP'JT AND OUTPUT PORTS

DO 2000 IP1,j4
IF CCODECIP).NE.CL) '60 TO 210
JI=JI+l
TH=REACTC IP)*1 .7453293E-2
ZLCJIP ISI=CMPLXCRESIST(IP)ATH)
GO TO 220

210 IF CCODE(IP).NE.CF) GO TO 230
JI=Jl~1

220 NRW=NRW+ROWCIPJI)
IF CJI.EO.1) LIN=!P
IF CJI.EO.2) KLASCIS)=4
GO TO 2000

230 IF CCODE(IP).NE.CT) GO TO 2000
JO=JO+1
NRW=t4RWoROWCJP, J-3+2)
IF CJO.EQ.1) LTO=RSISTCIP)+REACTCIP)+0.1
IF CJO.Ef).2) KLASCIS)=3

2000 CONTINUE
JT=JI .JO
IF CJT.EG*4) KLASCIS)=5
IF CJT*EtQ.4) RETURN

C ASSIGN JOINED PORTS
DO 4000 IP=1#4

IF (CODECIP).NE.CK) GO TO 4000
JIC=JK+l
JT=JT+ I
IF CJK.EO.2) GO TO 12
TH=REACTlIP)*t .7A53293E-2
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ZLC2o IS)=CMPLXCR=ESI Sj~c )*jH
KLASCIS)=6

12 NRWNRWRWriIVs 2*j.o(
4003 CONTINUE

IF CJT.EO.4) RETURN
C ASSIGN TERMINATED PORTS

DO 5000 IP=1#4
IF CCOOE(IP).NE.CZ) cG, TO 510
IF CABSCRESISTCIP),.LT-t.E-9) GO TO 550
GO TO 515

510 IF CCODECZP).NE.Cy) GO TO 520
IF CABSCRESISTCIp,.*LTol*E-9) GO TO 540
RESISTCIP)=1.RESIST(IP)

515 JL=JL*1
IF CNRW.LE*4095) JPA--
IF CNRW.GTz-409S) JP=2
IF C!S.EQ.1-4ND.JL.E0.I) JP=3
ZLC.JP. IS)CMPLX(RESISTC lp)&0.)
GO TO 560

520 IF CCODEIP).NE.CS) GO TO 530
GO TO 550

530 IF CCODE(1P).NE.CO) GO TO 5000
5A0 RES:ST(1P3=-1./CRESISTCIP)*1 .E-9)
550 JX=JX4I

JP=2*Jx.JIl
TH=REACTCIP)*1 .7453293E-2*1 .E-1O
ZLCJP*IS)=CMPLXCRESISTUP)vTH)

560 NRWtW4ROW(IPJP)
5000 CONTINUE

J*r=JT+JX+JL
IF CJX.EQ.2) KLAS(IS)=t
IF CJT.NE*43 KLASCIS)=10
RlETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ADMITCISPFFO*Y)
DOUBLE PRECISION TIETH0ORAD:THETADpVODDDpFFOD
COMPLEX YC4.4),SINHESiN4HO.COTHE.COTHO.CSCHSCSCHO
COMMON /COUFP/YOEAC15)*PYCOAC15),YOEB(1S)sYOOB(t5),TI4ETA,*15),-VOD(t5
I )PALPEl'15) .ALPOCI 5)

RAD= *17453292519943300-1
YEA=YOEAC IS)
YOA=YOOA(IS)
YEB=YOEBCIS)
YOB=Y008(IS)
THETAD=DBLE(T4ETAC IS))
VODDD=DBLECV0DDC IS))
FFOD=[DBLECFFO)
THE=THETAD*FFOD*RAD
THO=THE/VODOD
SINE=SNG.CDSINCTHE))
SINe=SN&CDSINTHO))
COSE= SNG. C OCt3S ( THE) )
COSO=SNGLCDCOS(THO))
ALE=ALPEC IS)*THE
ALO=ALPOC IS) *THO
IF (ALEsLT.I*E-4) GO TO I
TNE=TAtNH ALE)
CHE=COSH (ALE)
GO TO 2

I TNE=ALE
CI4E=I.

2 IF CALOLT.I.E-4) GO T93 3
TNO=TANHCALO)
CH0=COSI4(ALO)
GO TO 4
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3 T.NO=Ai-O
CHOZI .

.4 SINHv C1PMLXCSImE' -TNE*Cv^SE)
S INH=CPLXC S IN, -TNlaC0S3)
COTHE=CMPLXTtJE*SlNE. -COSE)/SJNHE
COTH=CmPLXCTO*SI.N0.-CO33I)/S1NH3
CSCHE--C4PLX (0., -1 * /CHE)/SItiIE
CSCHO=CvtPLXCG.,--1 ./CH0)/S1.'"0
1(1.i )=-c yeiCTqEYOA*C0TH2)/2.

YC2*1 )u( YE-COTli-Y3wCwFHO)/2,
YC2*2)zC YEB.COTI*:.Ya~uCCTHD,/2.
YC 1.3)=C-YEAtCSCHEYA*CSCH5)/2.
Yc1 .A)zC-YEA*CSCHEYOA*CSC4Ii)/2.
YC2^. 3)C-YEB=C CH --YBSCSCHD3)/2.
YC* .A)=c-YE*CrS'HE+YOB*CSCHO)/2.
09 1000 1=3p-^
DO 1000 J=1,4

1300 Y(1,J)=Yc5-I.5J)
RETURN
END
SUJBROUTINE INTCHGCAtI At2,A21,A22,B11,B12,921,B22, INDEXDNERR)
REAL flINUSC2,?)#J'JGLCAjvi)
COMPLEX At! (2s2).wA12C2.2),A21 C2.2).A22(2.2).BI IC2.2)'812(2. 2),B2l C

12v2)p,132C2,2),DMl C2p2)*DM'2C22)s0NE(2*2)
CO~MON /UN1I/ONEMcINUS.SGN4(2.2),JUGL.FLIPCA.,4)

C IF INDEX=i C-,'NVERTS Y TO A; IF INDEX=O CONVERTS A' TO B'
CALL MATINVCA21 .521 .NERR)
IF CNERR.EO-i)G0 TO 15
CALL MATMCCCB2I .A22,Dt1 2)
CALL MA7MRCCMINUSDIIIlB11.2)
IF CINOEX.EQ.0) CALL MATMRC (SGNPB1l.,822*2)
CALL MATMpCCCA1 1,521,OMI,2)
IF (!NDEX.EO.1) CALL tATRCCMINUS.ODMIB22,2)
IF CINDEX-.Q.0) CALL MATMCRCOM1.SGNpBII,2)
CALL MATMCCCDM1,A22vDM1.2)
CM.L. MATA!DCAI2*-1 ..1Y2,Bl2*2)
1;r C!N=X-E3.1) GO TO 10
CALL MATtCR(B21,SGNOMI,12)
CALL MAT.9RC (SGN. D~11 21 .2)
RETURN

10 CALL MATMRC(MINUSs32j*DM.4l2)
CALL MATEQCB12p821,?)
CALL MATEQCDMlvB12*2)

15 RETURN
END g
SUBROUTINE REDUCECBvRL*ZD IY.NERR.)
R~EAL MINUS(2v2),jUGLC4.4)
COMPLEX 6(4.4).BI I 2,-2).B12C2.,2),521(22),822(2.2),RLC2.,2),ZC2,2,

IP2;NEC2,2)
COMMON /UNI T/ONEp MINUS, SGN(2*2).w.JLGL# FLIP 4# 43
CALL SUBMATCSv5)1.Bl2*921.B22)
IF CIY.EQ'1I) GO TC 10
CALL MATMCC(B21.-RL;Z#2)
C%,A'L MATADDCZ.I .B22tB21.,2)
CALL MATINV(B~tB22pNERR)
IF (NERR.EG.1) RETURN
CALL MATMCCCS5t..RLpZ.2)
CALL MATADDCZpo,1 .8121p 11,2)
CALL MATMCCCB11.B22pZp2)
RETURN

10 CALL MlATMRCCSlGN.522.Zt2)
CALL MATADDCZ#-l ..RL.B2P.2)
CALL MAT! NVC522' ~NERR)
IF (NERR.EG-t) FETURN
CALL '4TMC0(932pe.B22,2)
CAL1L MATMCR(622p5G-N,812#2)
CALL MAT~iCC(812,M2.'E22,2)
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- - -16* - -

CALL MATADDCBIpI'- .B2at~2,2)
CALL MATMCR(B12.SGN.Z.2)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ZUCONCZvU)
COMPLEX ZC2*2)*U(2,2)oZ21
CX=2.E-13
Z21=Z(2.1)
ZR 1rCABSCZC1, 1))
IF CCRBSCZ21).LT.2.E-10) Z21=CtIPLXCO..ZIeCX)

UC1,1)Z1.1 *C*)Zl~2*Cjl)/Z21

U(2*1I)1 ./Z2t
UC2.,2)=ZC2p2)/Z2t
RETURN
END
SUBReUTINE MATEG CA. B.NJ
COMIPLEX A(N&N),BCN&N)
D3 1000 11I.N
0o 1000 J=10.4

130 BCIJ)=AcI.j)
RETURN
END
SUB~ROUTINE MATADOCA,SUt3*BjC*N)
COMPLEX ACN*N,#BCN.N)*CCNPN)
08 1000 I=1.N
DO 1000 J=1.N

1000 CC('J)=ACI',J)*SUB*BCI*J3
RETURN
END
SUBIROUTINE MATfMCC(A*B*CPN)
COMPLEX ACNN)pB(-N*N)pCCNvN)
00 1000 11.*N
DO 1000 J=1,N

DO 1000 K=I.N
1000 CCI,J)CCIJ)+AIK)*BCK*J)

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MATMRCCAPB*C*N)
DIMENSION A(NsN)
COMPLEX B(N.N).FC(N,N)
00 1000 11.,N
DO 1000 Jl,*N
CCI,J)=Co.p0.)

DO1000KI,

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MATMCR CA*R.C#N)
DIMENSION BCNvN)
COM~PLEX ACNNhrC(N#N)
DO 1000 I=IPN
DO 1000 .J=IN

DO 2000 K=I*N
1000 CCI*j)=C(IoJ)4A(IK)*B(K'J)

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MATI 'Y/ AP SoNERR)
COiMPLEX A(2p,-),8C2,2)m.0ET#R#S*SUM
NERR=0
R=ACI .1 )*AC2p2)
S=A(b2p)*AC2, I)
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DETR-t
SU4R+S
ADET=CASSC DET)
ASUM=CABS(SWM)
IF CADET.O) GO TO 20
IF (ASUII.EQ.0.) GO -0 10
ASUMADET/ASUlJl1t1 E7
IF CASUM.LT.50.) Gg, TO 20

10 BCI*1)=A(2.2)/DET
BCI,2)=-ACI .2)/DE;
BC2* 1)=-A(2. I)/DET
BC2*2)= A C I *I/DET
RETURN

20 NERR1l
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ADSBCXCAPBP ISaN)
COMIPLEX A (NoN) pB CN N 100)
00 1000 11.aN
DO 1000 J=1.N'

1000 BCI#.IS)=ACIPJ)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DPSF3CXCA,8. ISPN)
COM~PL EX A (N* tN, CC0),sB CtN',
DO 1000 11Nji
DO3 1000 J=1.N

1000 BCI*J)=ACIPJIS)
RETURN
END
SUB3ROUTINE SU9MATCAoAI vA12.A21.A22)
COMPLEX AC4.4),oAIIC2,2)sA12C2,2),A21C2.2),A22C2,2)
DO 1030 I=1,.2
DO 1000 J=1*2
Al (J)=ACXJ)
A12C1,J)=ACIPJ+2)
A21 CI#J)=A(I.2pJ)

1000 A22(I*J)=ACI*2pJ.2)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SPRMATCA11pA12pA21*A22#A)
COMPLEX A;1IC2,2),A12C2.2),A2lc2,2),A22C2,2),AcA,4)
DO 1000 1=1,,2
DO 1000 JI,*2
AC11J ) =A11(IsJ)
ACIJ+2) =A12CI*J)
A(142PJ) =A21CIPJ)

1000 A(I+2.,J.2)=A22(IPJ)
RETURN
ENJD
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